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Abstract 

 

Motor Vehicle Traffic Crashes (MVTC) are one of the leading causes of death and disability in 

the world, especially in developing countries. Despite Namibia having a well- developed road 

network, MVTC are the third highest cause of death in the country with 23.9 per 100 000 MVTC 

fatality rate recorded. This study was conducted in Namibia to model factors affecting the severity 

of injuries from MVTC. 

The study purpose was to examine the effects of human, crash/accident types, environmental, 

vehicle types and temporal factors on the severity of injuries. A quantitative cross-sectional study 

based on data obtained from the National Road Safety Council (NRSC) was conducted. The study 

population was all the recorded MVTC resulted in either death, serious or slight injuries in Namibia 

from January 2009 to December 2016, with n= 21 976 cases.  

Approval for the study to use the said datasets was secured from the NRSC Namibia. Bivariate 

analysis was used to select variables for inclusion in the final model. Ordered logistic and 

multinomial logistic regression models were then used to assess selected variables included in the 

final model. 

Factors found to be significantly associated with fatal/serious MVTC injuries when compared with 

slight injuries in the fitted multinomial logit analysis were the accidents involving head on and 

single vehicle overturned (RR= 0.7, P<0.001), morning peak (RR= 1.5, P-value=0.002), light 

delivery vehicles (LDV) (RR=1.3, P<0.001), and accidents involving a single vehicle (RR= 1.2, 

P-value=0.002). Other factors such as avoiding objects, age, gender, weather and bus/minibus were 

not found to have any association with fatal/serious MVTC in this study. In conclusion, human 
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attitudes contribute more to injury severities while LDV were mostly involved in MVTCs. Hence, 

this study recommends an increased advocacy campaigns by either Motor Vehicle Accident Fund 

and National Road Safety Council targeting drivers with a focus on speeding and travelling times.  

Keywords: Motor Vehicle Traffic Crashes, Injury severity, multinomial logit regression. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the study 

According to the Namibian charter; currently in Namibia, approximately 300 people are killed 

every year in road accidents. This number is extremely high for a country with low vehicle and 

human population levels. In addition to the current intolerably high number of lives lost, about 3 

000 people per year are injured in road accidents (NRSC, 2012). In 2012, Namibia recorded over 

17 000 vehicle crashes, about 4 000 injuries and 400 deaths. Most of the drivers and passengers 

injured, disabled or killed were aged between 15 and 59 years, while pedestrians were aged 

between 5 and 44 years (NRSC, 2012). As a result, Namibian society is forced to bear 

unsustainable economic costs that are estimated to be about 2% of the country’s gross domestic 

product. Moreover, road traffic injuries in Namibia are one of the leading causes of death among 

vulnerable people such as young pedestrians and the deaths are predicted to increase as the number 

of vehicles increase. This undoubtedly leave a serious social and emotional scar in communities.  

A Motor Vehicle Traffic Crash (MVTC) occurs when a road vehicle collides with another object, 

be it a vehicle, pedestrian, animal, or any other object. These collisions can result in injury, 

property damage, and/or in fatality. Property damage refers to any harm or destruction of material 

goods such as vehicles, buildings and bridges. A road traffic fatality is defined by the National 

Road Safety Council as any person who dies outright or within 24 hours as a result of a road traffic 

crash (NRSC, 2007). In the United States’ Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS), road traffic 

fatality is defined as a person who dies within 30 days of a crash on an American public road 

involving a vehicle with an engine, the death being the result of the crash (WHO, 2013).  
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Unfortunately, in Namibia, NRSC does not have the mechanisms to follow up on injured person 

as to know whether they have died within the 30 days of the crash or survived, thereby making 

Namibia unaccustomed to the United States’ definition of fatality. An injury can be classified as 

either serious injury or slight injury. Serious injury is defined as an injury sustained in an accident 

that require hospitalization within 30 days after the occurrence of the accident while slight injury 

means minor cuts and bruises, sprains and light shocks sustained in an accident which may be 

treated at the scene of the accident or at home without being hospitalized (NRSC, 2007). 

Motor Vehicle Traffic Crashes (MVTC) are among the top ten leading causes of death in the world. 

As Global Health Estimates (2015) reports, road traffic injuries are currently estimated to be the 

ninth leading cause of death and disability across all age groups globally and are predicted to 

become the seventh leading cause of death by 2030 globally, over 1.2 million people die each year 

because of traffic accidents, with millions more sustaining serious injuries and living with long-

term adverse health consequences. Moreover globally, road traffic crashes are a leading cause of 

death among young people, and the number one cause of death among those aged 15-29 years 

(WHO, 2015). 

The MVTC casualty rate is decreasing in the developed world as a result of determined vehicle 

accident counter measures (Population Research Bureau, 2006). These counter measures included 

improved education and training programmes for drivers, increased public awareness about 

MVTCs, enforcement of traffic laws (such as seat belt safety laws), enforcement of speed limits, 

prohibition of driving under the influence of alcohol and safer design and regular maintenance of 

vehicles and roads (Population Research Bureau, 2006). However, in developing countries less 

attention has been given to mitigation of MVTCs and road safety measures even though vehicle 

usage has increased, and as a result MVTCs are escalating (WHO, 2013; Kopits and Cropper, 
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2003). For example, between 1975 and 1998, road traffic deaths per capita increased by 44% in 

Malaysia, 79% in India, 192.8% in Lesotho and by over 200% in Colombia and Botswana (Kopits 

and Cropper, 2003).  

Furthermore, traffic injuries and fatalities are on the increase in low and middle-income countries, 

particularly in emerging economies where urbanization and motorization accompany rapid 

economic growth, placing a heavy burden on national economies as well as on households. For 

instance, from 2007 to 2012, the Motor Vehicle Accident Fund of Namibia spent N$789 million 

(approximately US$79.7 million) on RTC-related expenses. When assessing such large avoidable 

expenditures, it becomes evident that such financial resources could have been better used 

elsewhere, such as acquisition of additional ambulatory services and equipping rural hospitals and 

clinics with much needed instruments, diagnostics, and personnel (MVAF, 2010). 

If no action is taken MVTCs are predicted to result in the deaths of around 1.9 million people 

annually by 2020 globally (WHO, 2013). This situation becomes even more worrisome, when 

considering that half of the world’s traffic deaths occur among vulnerable road users and a higher 

proportion of these users are citizens of low or middle-income countries (WHO, 2015). These road 

catastrophes have had and continue to have enormous implications on individuals, societies and 

national economies. Apart from the loss of productive human resources through death and 

disability and the psychological impact thereof, large amount of financial resources is being 

allocated towards medical and hospital fees, funeral expenses, compensation for loss of income 

and support, legal fees and injury grants (MVAF, 2010).  

Nonetheless, road safety remains a significant problem in many countries and impeded progress 

towards the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) numbers 3 and 11. The United Nations 

launched the 2013 Agenda for sustainable development; a framework that replaces and builds on 
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the achievement their Millennium Development Goals (MDG). The SDGs and their targets are 

intended to balance the economic, social and environmental dimensions. They included two targets 

related to road safety, one in SDG 3 (on ensuring health), and another in SDG 11 (on transport for 

sustainable cities) (WHO, 2015). SDG 3 target 3.6 aims at halving the number of deaths and 

injuries from road traffic accidents. These SDGs are available at 

http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/summit/.  

SDG 11 targets “making cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable”. 

To be specific, Goal 11.2 aims to provide access to safe, affordable, accessible and sustainable 

transport systems for all, improving road safety, particularly by expanding public transport, with 

special attention to the needs of those in vulnerable situations, women, children, persons with 

disabilities and older persons by 2030” (UN, 2015). The World Health Organization (WHO) 

reported in 2013 that road traffic accidents have multi-factorial causes – human factors (such as 

drivers, passengers and pedestrians), roads and other infrastructure defects, policing inadequacies, 

environmental elements and vehicle defects (WHO, 2013). They reported that the road user is 

usually primarily responsible for accidents. 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

Factors influencing the accident frequency may sometimes differ from the ones influencing the 

severity and it may therefore be reasonable to analyze the two separately. Many studies done on 

road accidents had emphasis on the causes of accidents and the frequency of crashes. However, 

many of them are qualitative studies. Thus, it is imperative to outline severity had it establishes 

the nature of the accident, which in turn highlights the type of injuries resulting from it. Accident 

severities factors on the Namibian roads has not been analyzed in the literature. Very few studies 

(Amweelo, 2016 and Nangombe, 2012) have been done on severity of injury contributing factors, 

http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/summit/
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thus it is of importance to model factors affecting the severity of injury in order to facilitate the 

planning, monitoring and policy implementations for Namibia to reach its National Development 

Plan (NDP) 5 and the Sustainable Development Goals 3 and 11 among others. 

1.3 Objectives of the study  

Objective of the research was to establish patterns, trends and factors influencing the severity of 

injury from motor vehicle traffic crashes in Namibia. The objective was achieved by addressing 

the following research questions: 

1. What are the patterns and trends in motor vehicle traffic injuries in Namibia? 

2. What is the best model to establish factors influencing the severity of motor vehicle traffic 

injuries? 

3. What are the contributing factors of RTIs in Namibia? 

1.4 Significance of the Study  

The published reports on road accidents in Namibia mainly contain descriptive information only. 

There is a high need for in-depth statistical analysis. The selected models can be helpful tools in 

formulating cost-effective safety measures for legislation that will benefit all road users and the 

public at large. Furthermore, the estimation results of this study may shed light for the future traffic 

safety policy amendments in Namibia. Findings and conclusions from this study can also 

contribute as a foundation for further research into RTIs related studies. 

1.5 Organization of Chapters 

The following is a brief outline of the chapters involved in this thesis. 

Chapter 1 provides the introductory part of the research which includes: background information, 

statement of the research problem, research questions, and the study significance. Chapter 2 entails 
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a comprehensive literature review, as well as the guiding conceptual frameworks of the study.  The 

research methodology is detailed in the Chapter 3, where elaboration of how the study was carried 

out is outlined. Moreover, the research type and design used for this study, types of data sources 

used, as well as an elaboration on the types of data analysis procedures and types of variables used 

to obtain the results presented in the study are discussed in chapter 3. Chapter 4 consists of data 

analysis and presentation of the study results. Chapter 5 presents the discussions based on the study 

results; and a comparison to the findings from that of other researchers. Lastly, Chapter 6 consists 

of the conclusion and recommendations of the study based on the study results.  
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Introduction  

Road safety has been acknowledged by the United Nations and its members as a considerable 

challenge to achieving health and development goals. People use cars to move around as well as 

to transport their things from one place to another. People travel for day to day work, for business, 

school and other events. In 2010, in response to the high and increasing burden of road traffic 

crashes around the world, the United Nations General Assembly adopted Resolution 64/255, 

proclaimed 2011-2020 the DoA for road safety. The Decade’s goals are to stabilize and reduce the 

forecast level of road traffic fatalities around the world by increasing activities conducted at the 

national, regional and global levels.  

Road traffic crashes and their consequences such as injuries and fatalities are acknowledged to be 

a serious global health concern. According to (WHO, 2011) as highlighted in the DoA for road 

safety 2011-2020, “Road traffic crashes take the lives of nearly 1.3 million people every year and 

injure 20-50 million more worldwide. Road traffic injuries have become the leading cause of death 

for people aged 15-29 years. Furthermore, over 90% of road traffic deaths and injuries occur in 

low-income and middle-income countries, which have only 48% of the world’s registered vehicles. 

Although all road users are at risks of being killed or injured in road accidents, it is found that 

nearly half (48%) of those dying on the world’s roads are “vulnerable road users,” including 

pedestrians, cyclist and motorcyclist”. In addition to the grief and suffering caused by road traffic 
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injuries, road traffic crashes result in considerable economic losses to victims, their families, and 

nations as a whole, costing most countries 1-3% of GDP (WHO, 2013).   

According to the Global status report on road safety in 2013, United State alone, motor vehicle 

crashes are responsible for more than 90 deaths per day. In Asia, road traffic injuries are also a 

leading cause of death and disability. In 2010, 777 000 deaths were recorded in Asia, which is 

approximately 62% of 1.24 million global road deaths (WHO, 2013). In 2015, 26112 people died 

on European Union roads. Road traffic injuries in the Americas kill some 154 089 people each 

year, representing 12% of the road traffic deaths worldwide. The traffic death rate for the whole 

region is 15.9 per 100,000 population (WHO, 2013). 

Although Africa is the least motorized of the six world regions, it suffers the highest rates of road 

traffic deaths and injuries. The regional average of Africa is 24.1 deaths per 100,000 population. 

While the African region possesses only 2% of the world’s vehicles, it contributes 16% to the 

global deaths. Thirty-seven of the 44 surveyed countries in Africa have death rates well above the 

global average of 18.0 deaths per 100,000 people.  For the 19 countries in the middle-income 

category, covering 44% of the region’s population, the rate is 27.8 deaths per 100,000 people 

(WHO, 2013). 

Nigeria and South Africa have the highest fatality rates (33.7 and 31.9 deaths per 100 000 per year, 

respectively) in Africa. More than one in four deaths in the Africa occur on Nigeria’s roads, and 

with six other countries: Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Ethiopia, Kenya, South Africa, 

Tanzania, and Uganda, are responsible for 64% of all road deaths on the Continent. Ethiopia, 

Kenya, and Tanzania have relatively low (for the region) road fatality rates, while Nigeria, South 

Africa, and Uganda combined big populations with very high fatality rates, resulting in large 

numbers of deaths (WHO, 2013). Deaths from road traffic accidents in Angola are worse. MVAs 
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caused 6,684 or 2.41% of total deaths in the country. With regards to the MVA death rate, Angola 

is ranked number ten in the world, with a death rate of 34, 96/100 000 (WHO, 2015). 

In Africa, the majority of persons killed on the roads are young adults (most economically active 

people), with 62% of all traffic deaths aged between 15 and 44 years. In twenty countries (48.4% 

regional population) where data on sex were available, three out of every four deaths were male. 

Young men were the most vulnerable of road users in the Region. Vulnerable road users – 

pedestrians, cyclists and motorized 2- and 3-wheelers – constitute more than half (52%) of road 

users killed on the roads, with pedestrians alone being 37%. There are significant variations across 

countries. For instance, Mozambique and Liberia have 55.5% and 66.3% of road deaths 

respectively being pedestrians, compared to DRC with only 5% pedestrians (WHO, 2013). 

 

Namibia among other countries like Nigeria and South Africa, has a high rate of fatal road traffic 

accidents. The rate stood at 23.9 per 100 000 population in 2013 but increased to 24.6 per 100 000 

population in 2015 based on accident statistics from the Motor Vehicle Accident Fund (MVAF, 

2015). The costs of fatalities and injuries due to Motor Vehicle Traffic Crashes (MVTCs) have a 

tremendous impact on societal well -being and socioeconomic development. Families are driven 

into poverty when bread -winners are killed in vehicle accidents (WHO, 2013).  

As an attempt to address the road safety situation, the government of Namibia appointed the 

National Road Safety Council as a statutory body in 1996 to spearhead efforts to curb the 

increasing danger of today’s road traffic system (NEPRU, 2006). The National Road Safety 

Council (NRSC) is tasked with the capturing and processing the Namibia Road Accident Form 

(NRAF) and the subsequent dissemination of the annual road crash statistics that portray the road 

safety situation in the country. The road accident statistics contained in the National Road Safety 
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Council statistical reports are all based on the information derived from the NRAF. A road accident 

form is completed for each road accident reported at police stations countrywide (NRSC, 2012). 

National Road Safety Council (NRSC) together with stakeholders such as the MVA Fund of 

Namibia have worked to improve the situation on Namibian roads to reduce road traffic injuries. 

Despite the implementation of numerous road safety policies, the number of traffic accidents and 

severe injuries in Namibia has increased over the past 10 years (NRSC, 2012). 

Most road deaths (382) occurred in the Khomas region (75) of Namibia, followed by Erongo (40), 

Oshana (38), Kavango (39) and Ohangwena (35) (NRSC, 2012). The highest number of fatalities 

per 10 000 population was recorded in Erongo with 4 people in 10 000 being at risk of dying in a 

road crash (rate= 3.5%). NRSC (2012) further showed that months with the highest number of 

crashes were July (1693), August (1597), March (1582) and June (1579). The number of accidents 

in December were low even though the number of casualties were high compared to other months, 

it is believed this is because of the festive season campaign that runs throughout December to 

January that the crashes reduces in December. Also, Friday and Monday were the days with the 

most road crashes (2933 and 2664 respectively), resulting in high incidence of fatalities (104) and 

serious injuries (406). The highest number of fatalities (62) occurred between 18:01 and 20:00. 

The safest time to be on the road is in the early morning between 2:01 and 6:00.  Rear-end 

collisions were the most frequent type of road accident in 2012 (4259), collisions with animals 

(2370) and collisions with fixed objects (1697) ranked second and third, considerably more male 

drivers (2705) than female drivers (291) were involved in road injury crashes for that particular 

year 2012 (NRSC, 2012). 

Celik & Oktay (2014) outlined the many risk factors that can contribute to the severity levels of 

injuries after an accident; these factors include drivers, vehicle, temporal, and environment 
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characteristics. Their study found that drivers aged 65 and above are more likely to have more 

serious injuries from accidents. In other words, older drivers are 20 times more likely to have fatal 

injuries relative to no injuries. Abdel- Aty (2003) revealed in his study that a driver’s violation 

was significant in the case of signalized intersections.  

The influence of gender as a potential risk factor affecting accident injury severity levels was 

frequently reported on traffic research. Garrido et al, (2014) found that women are more likely to 

suffer serious or fatal injuries than men. While in general male drivers tend to be less cautious than 

female drivers about the risks of dangerous driving behaviors. Similarly, research has found that 

male drivers have a higher risk of being involved in more serious accidents than female drivers 

(Yau et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2013). 

Vehicle characteristics such as the vehicle type, number of vehicles involved, tyres burst, vehicle 

model, driver action and vehicle year and model can be associated with the injury severity levels 

of traffic accidents as potential risk factors. According to the National Road Safety report for 2013, 

all African countries are dependent on the import of second-hand cars, only 60% of the surveyed 

countries have import standards; most countries have no age limits. Despite that 94% of the 

countries have legislations for seatbelt use, only half of the countries require vehicles to have 

seatbelts. All surveyed countries have regulations for mandatory periodic vehicle safety 

inspections, but the regulations are not enforced strictly due to institutional capacity and resource 

constraints. Most countries have emergency medical regulations, but the implementation, 

particularly with respect to the coverage and reliability of the service has critical shortcoming and, 

in some countries, it is nonexistent (WHO, 2013). In Namibia, NRSC found that, the drivers 

interviewed experienced burst tyres and, in the case of retreads, a blow out of the tyre treads, as a 

result of the wrong tyre pressure, worn tyres overheating and overloading of vehicles (NRSC, 
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2008). Generally, the number of vehicles involved in the accident also vary. The probabilities of 

injuries and fatalities increase when the number of vehicles involved in the accident increase 

(Carson & Mannering, 2001). 

In the Erzurum and Kars provinces of Turkey, it is found that traffic accidents are nearly 2.5 times 

more likely to result in non-fatal injury than fatal when the accident occurs in the evening peak 

and the probability of fatal injuries decreases by 45.4% (Celik & Oktay, 2014). The study further 

showed fatal injuries are two times more likely to occur in summer compared to the no injury 

severity level. Abdel-Aty (2003) results indicated that alcohol, lighting conditions and the 

existence of a horizontal curve affected the likelihood of injuries in the roadway sections model. 

A study conducted in 2008 by Gray et al predicted that driving in darkness, between Friday and 

Sunday, on roads with speed limit of 60mph, on single carriageways, overtaking, skidding, hitting 

an object off the carriageway and when passing the site of previous accident leads serious and fatal 

injuries (Gray, Quddus & Evans, 2008).  

According to NRSC (2012), there has been an increase in the number of road traffic deaths in 

Namibia since Independence. The Namibian government has stated that it is committed to the 

improvement of road safety, as a contribution to the sustainable development of the nation. The 

Namibian Police (NAMPOL) is responsible for ensuring traffic safety and traffic control by 

ensuring traffic rules and regulations are adhered to. They also record and evaluate the causal 

factors of all national traffic accidents, and are stakeholders tasked to ensure accident reductions 

in collaboration with the city police.  

In November 2013, the Motor Vehicle Accident (MVA) Fund, National Road Safety Council and 

the Namibian Police officially launched the Xupifa Eemwenyo ‘Save lives’ Road Safety campaign. 

The goal was to increase public awareness of the detrimental consequences of speeding, 
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highlighting such realities ending in severe injuries, disability and death; in line with the objectives 

of the Decade of Action (DoA) for Road Safety 2011-2020 developed by UN in 2011.  

The overall goal of the DoA was to stabilize and reduce the forecast level of road traffic fatalities 

around the world by 2020. This goal is meant to be attained through improving the quality of data 

collection at the national, regional and global level as well as through monitoring progress and 

performance on a number of predefined indicators at the national, regional and global levels (UN, 

2011). Rational ways of addressing the causes of accidents are well known, but which mix of 

causes are mainly operative in Namibia is unclear. Even though raw data is available at traffic 

police stations, the causes of serious/slight and fatal MVTCs in Namibia are not sufficiently 

researched and findings are not made known to relevant stakeholders. Such gaps may be a result 

of inadequate analytical research capacity within the traffic police department and hence full 

analyses and use of these routinely recorded data have not yet been utilized. 

As indicated, Motor Vehicle Traffic crashes result from a combination of factors related to the 

components of the system comprising of humans, roads, the environment, vehicles and road users, 

and the way they interact. Some factors contribute to the occurrence of a collision and are therefore 

part of crash causation.  Other factors aggravate the effects of the collision and thus contribute to 

trauma severity. Some factors may not appear to be directly related to road traffic injuries. Some 

causes are immediate, but they may be underpinned by medium- and long-term structural causes 

(WHO, 2015). As reviewed by Downing et al., (1991) studies in different developing countries 

demonstrate that human error is estimated to account for between 64% and 95% of all causes of 

road traffic accident. Among the developing countries mentioned to have human error as a main 

cause of road accidents in the 1980s were: Iran (64%), Afghanistan (74%), India (80%), Ethiopia 

(81%), Philippines (85%), Malaysia (87%), Zimbabwe (89 %), and Botswana (94%) in that order. 
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Globally efforts are being made towards adopting and enforcing legislation to mitigate risk factors 

that include speed, drunk–driving, proper use of motorcycle helmets, seat-belts and child restraints. 

However, only 28 countries, representing 7% of the world countries have adequate laws to address 

these risk factors and hence the ever-increasing road carnage (WHO, 2013). 

Drunk driving increases the chance of a Motor Vehicle Traffic Crash, as well as the likelihood of 

death or serious injury. A questionnaire to collect comprehensive information related to the status 

and progress of road safety from regional member states was prepared and distributed to regional 

member countries by the UN using data from the second Global status report on road safety 2013: 

supporting a DoA which serves as the baseline to monitor the DoA for road safety. Responses 

were obtained from 44 countries including (Nigeria, South Africa, Democratic Republic of Congo 

(DRC), Ethiopia, Kenya, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda Guinea-Bissau, Chad, Namibia, 

Lesotho, Mauritania, Burkina Faso, Benin, Zambia, Niger, Swaziland, Mali, Angola, Tanzania, 

Sierra Leone, Gabon, Cape Verde, Ghana, Comoros, Burundi, Cote d’Ivoire, Botswana, Sao Tome 

& Principe (STP), Cameroon, Rwanda, Guinea, Senegal, Malawi, Liberia, Gambia, Mozambique, 

Madagascar, Togo, Congo, Seychelles, Central African Republic (CAR), Zimbabwe, Mauritius 

and Equatorial Guinea). The findings of the survey demonstrated that member countries including 

Namibia were making efforts to promote road safety as a national agenda. 64% of these countries 

had road safety policy and 76% had road safety lead agencies exclusively responsible for 

coordinating road safety. However, the lead agencies in many countries lack empowerment and 

capacity as per the assessment of progress and challenges in the road safety management system 

study conducted. In half of the surveyed countries, there was a lack of comprehensive multi-sector 

road safety action plan/programme with time bound measurable targets  (Girma, 2013).  
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Moreover, road safety action plans/programmes that exist in these countries are not progressing as 

expected due to inadequacies in the implementation plan and resource allocations. 94% of these 

countries regularly investigate and record road crashes. In 64% of the countries, all road crashes 

were reported. Different definitions were used and only 13 countries (Botswana, Comoros, Central 

African Republic, Ethiopia, Ghana, Lesotho, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Seychelles, South 

Africa, Liberia, and Swaziland) surveyed adhere to the international definition that a road crash 

death is a “death of a victim within 30 days after the event” (WHO, 2015). Many countries such as 

Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Malawi, Mali, Namibia, South Africa, Tanzania, and 

Zimbabwe provide safety education and conduct safety campaigns. Their effectiveness is, 

however, affected by a lack of capacity and resources. Other countries (Botswana and Mauritius) 

have put in place theoretical and, in almost all countries, practical driver trainings as requirements 

for obtaining a driving license. 

Almost all countries surveyed by the UN had laws on traffic speed, and helmet and seatbelt use. 

Most countries had enacted drunk-driving laws with specific blood alcohol limits, while few 

countries had put in place child-restraint laws. However, although the progress is encouraging, 

implementation and enforcement remains a great concern mainly due to capacity and governance. 

Many road safety agencies do not maintain and use road crash databases to address road safety 

issues on the road network as per the global status report for 2015. The national drink-driving law 

in Namibia was implemented in the country because alcohol consumption was not legally 

prohibited in Namibia. It is only based on the Blood Alcohol Concentration (BAC) or an equivalent 

Specimen of Breath Alcohol Consumption level of 0.079 grams which penalties can be applied if 

a driver exceeds 0.079 grams per 100 milliliters and 0.37 milligrams per 1000 milliliters 

respectively (Girma, 2013). 
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The use of safety devices in vehicles and protective helmets on motorcycles significantly reduces 

the severity of road crashes (WHO, 2015). These included seatbelts, child restraints and helmets. 

Moreover, over speeding and drunk driving were also found to be highly associated with severe 

road crashes. Most countries had safety laws on the use of safety devices and controlling over 

speeding and drink driving. The level of enforcement, however, was not generally satisfactory and 

varies between countries.  

Speed Limit: Traffic speed regulation exists in all countries surveyed in the study by the UN. The 

regulation was either national or local. Most countries specify speed limits based on their road 

hierarchy, road environment (for example, rural versus urban road) and vehicle types. The law in 

most countries specifies default speed limits for urban areas. The enforcement level, however, is 

not strict in more than 80% the countries (Girma, 2013). 

Drunk driving & Helmet use: According to Girma (2013), 76% of the countries surveyed for the 

study had laws prohibiting drunk driving with a specific Blood Alcohol limit. Furthermore, in 

almost all the countries, the penalties were more severe when a road crash occurs, especially, when 

the driver is under the influence of alcohol and results in injuries or death. Random breath tests 

were used in only one-third of the countries and combination of breath tests and patrolling with 

sobriety checks were used in few countries to prevent alcohol-impaired driving. One-third of the 

countries had no information on the method of controlling drunk-driving. In all the countries the 

police were not sufficiently equipped to enforce drunk-driving laws. There was also no specialized 

training for law enforcement officers to combat alcohol impaired driving. 

According to the African Road Safety survey done in 2013 on the road safety laws; the result from 

the survey for the study had laws on the use of helmets for motorized cycle riders. In some 

countries, the law did not cover passengers of motorcycles. Many countries had not specified the 
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standards of helmets. The survey indicated that enforcement of helmet use was not strictly enforced 

in 65% of the countries. The responses from few countries indicated that the rate of helmet use 

was in the range of 8% to 50% for riders and 0% to 30% for passengers. In most countries, the 

legislation on helmet use did not cover pedal cyclists (Girma, 2013).  

Child-Restraints laws: Only 35% of the countries surveyed had child restraint legislation enacted. 

The law was not adequately enforced in the surveyed countries. As a result, the rate of the use of 

child restraint was very low (Girma, 2013). 

An increase in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was accomplished by greater movements of people 

and goods and greater investment in vehicles and transport infrastructure. Throughout the world, 

the growth of the transport system has been and continues to be a key element in economic 

development. As a result, more vehicles are being manufactured to cater for the transportation of 

people and goods in order to enhance development. With further motorization, the number of road 

traffic crashes, injuries and fatalities is expected to continue growing (NRSC, 2012). 

The extent to which factors and causes that lead to cases of injury severities has remained largely 

unexplainable, especially in Namibia. Hence this study provided empirical evidence to the existing 

literature by conducting a disaggregate- level statistical analysis of factors affecting the severity 

of injuries in Namibia during 2009-2016, thus crucial for informing policies and implementation 

of traffic safety interventions aimed at reducing fatalities and disabilities caused by road traffic 

crashes.  

 

 In addition, a recent study by Li, Liu, & Ding (2013) shows that poor pavement condition scores 

and ratings were associated with proportionally more severe crashes, but very poor pavement 
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conditions were actually associated with less severe crashes. In addition, the results showed that 

the effects of pavement conditions on crash severity were more evident for passenger vehicles than 

for commercial vehicles. Lastly, another study (Naik et al., 2016) showed that wind speed, rain, 

humidity and air temperature were also linked with crash injury severity.  

 

2.2 Modelling factors affecting the severity of injury 

Various studies on injury severity levels were done using several ordered models such as the 

Ordered logistic model (Garrido et al.,2014; Russo et al., 2014; Ye & Lord, 2014; Yasmin et al, 

2014; Bajracharya, 2013).  Celik & Oktay (2014) posit that not all ordered data can be modelled 

using ordered probability models due to restrictions on how variables effect the ordered discrete 

outcome probabilities; they do not have the flexibility to explicitly control the interior category 

probabilities. Therefore, other studies have used a Multinomial regression model (Shankar & 

Mannering, 1996; Holdridge et al., 2005; Celik & Oktay, 2014; Naik et al, 2016). 

2.2.1 Binary logistic regression model 

Bivariate analysis is a simple (two variables often denoted as X, Y) special case of multivariate 

analysis (where multiple relations between multiple variables are examined simultaneously). 

Bivariate analysis can be helpful in testing simple hypotheses of association. The analysis can help 

determine to what extent it becomes easier to know and predict a value for one variable (possibly 

a dependent variable) if we know the value of the other variable (possibly the independent 

variable). 

Assumptions of the bivariate logistic regression are as follow: The response only assumes 2 values 

usually coded as 𝑦=0 and 𝑦=1. Usually 𝑦=1 is considered as a “success” and 𝑦=0 as “failure”. 
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Secondly, binary logistic regression requires the observations to be independent of each other.  In 

other words, the observations should not come from repeated measurements or matched data. 

Thirdly, logistic regression requires there to be little or no multi collinearity among the 

independent variables.  This means that the independent variables should not be too highly 

correlated with each other. Additionally, logistic regression assumes linearity of independent 

variables and log odds. Although this analysis does not require the dependent and independent 

variables to be related linearly, it requires that the independent variables are linearly related to the 

log odds. Finally, logistic regression typically requires a large sample size.  A general guideline is 

that you need at minimum 10 cases with the least frequent outcome for each independent variable 

in the model (Agresti, 2018). For example, if one has 5 independent variables and the expected 

probability of the least frequent outcome is .10, then one would need a minimum sample size of 

500 (10*5 / .10). 

The distribution of a simple binary random variable 𝑦 ∈ {0,1} is completely characterized by the 

probability 𝜋 = 𝑃 (𝑦=1) so that 𝑃 (𝑦 = 0) = 1 − 𝜋 

The mean of 𝛾 is 𝐸 [𝑦] = Σ 𝑦. 𝑃(𝑦) = 1 (𝜋) + 0 (1 − 𝜋) = 𝜋 

This means that the response probability 𝜋 represents the mean of the binary distribution. In the 

same manner, the variance of 𝛾 is given by 

𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑦) = 𝐸 [𝑦 – 𝐸 (𝑦) ]2 = (1−𝜋)2 𝜋 + (0 − 𝜋)2 (1 − 𝜋) = 𝜋 (1 − 𝜋)    (1) 

The value is determined by 𝜋 and depends on 𝜋 with minimal value at 𝜋 = 0 and 𝜋 = 1 and maximal 

value at 𝜋 = 1/2. 
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A comparison measure of the two groups may be based on the relative risk (RR) or the odds ratio 

(OR). The relative risk is given by  𝑟12 =  
𝑟1

𝑟2
 .  A relative risk of 3 means that the probability of 

success in group 1 is thrice the probability of success in group 2. If the relative risk is 1, it means 

that there is no difference between the groups. The odds ratio compares the odds rather than the 

probabilities. The odds ratio between groups 1 and 2 is 

 

𝛾12 =
𝜋1
1

−𝜋1
𝜋2
1

−𝜋2
=  

𝛾(𝜋1)

𝛾(𝜋1)
          (2) 

Groups are equivalent as far as the response is concerned if  𝛾21 =  𝛾12 = 1. The odds ratio also 

measures the association between rows and columns, which is the association between the 

grouping variable and the response (Tutz, 2012). 

2.2.2 Ordered logistic regression  

When the Y variables in a regression problem are ordered one may find simpler models than the 

multinomial logit model explained above useful since it wastes information as the ordering of 

categories is not explicitly used. That is why more parameters than needed are always in the model. 

In case when the number of response categories are high, e.g rating scales, we ignore that the 

response is ordinal and use classical regression models that assume that the response is at least on 

an interval scale. Also ignoring that the response is categorical. The ordered logistic regression 

model has four assumptions; assumption 1 is that your dependent variable should be measured at 

the ordinal level (example a 3-point ranging scale of slight injuries through to fatal accidents. 

Assumption 2 is the availability of one or more independent variables that are continuous, ordinal 

or categorical. Assumption 3 assumes there is no multicollinearity. This occurs when you have 
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two or more independent variables that are highly correlated with each other. The last assumption, 

which is a fundamental assumption of the types of ordinal regression is that you have proportional 

odds. Meaning that the explanatory variables have the same effect on the odds regardless of the 

threshold (Agresti, 2018).  

In contrast to ordered response models, multinomial logit neglect the data’s ordinality, requires 

estimation of more parameters (in the case of three or more alternatives, thus reducing the degree 

of freedom available for estimation), and are associated with undesirable properties, such as the 

Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA), in the case of a multinomial logit (Agresti, 2018). 

One way of modeling ordinal response is to start from binary models. There exist several 

approaches to construct ordinal response models from binary response models. They differ in how 

ordered categories 1,…,𝑘 are transformed into a binary response.  

There also exist two types of ordinal categorical variables, one is the grouped continuous variables 

which mere categorized version of continuous variables e.g duration of unemployment. It can be 

categorized into short-term, medium-term and long-term unemployment however the underlying 

response variable is the duration of unemployment in days. The second type is assessed ordinal 

categorical variables which arises when an assessor processes an unknown amount of information, 

leading to the judgement of the ordered categorical scale grades. This type is mostly found in injury 

severity studies where the severity is assumed on a three or more-point scales as fatal, slight, 

serious or unknown or damage only. 

The simplest approach is to consider a split between categories {1,…, 𝑟} and { 𝑟 + 1,…, 𝑘 }.  

The cumulative approach uses these grouping by considering the binary variable 𝑦1 = 1 if Y ≤ 𝑟 

and 𝑦𝑟 = 0 𝑖𝑓 𝑦𝑟  > 𝑟. 
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For Y, the binary response model P (𝑦𝑟 = 1|𝑥 = 𝐹 (𝑥𝑇𝛽𝑟), 𝑟 = 1, … , 𝑞, 

Where F is the response function of the binary model and 𝛽𝑟 may depend on the splitting that is 

modeled.  

The most commonly used model is the cumulative model and its simplest form may be derived 

from the assumption that the observed categories represent a categorical version of an underlying 

regression model.  

Let Ỹ be an underlying latent variable that follows a regression model: 

Ỹ =−𝑥𝑇𝛾 + 𝜖,            (3) 

Where 𝜖 is the noise variable with continuous distribution function F. Also letting the link between 

the observable categories and latent variables be given by  

Y = r ⇔ 𝛾0,𝑟−1 < Ỹ ≤  𝛾0𝑟 ,         (4) 

Where -∞ =  𝛾00 <  𝛾01 < ⋯ <  𝛾0𝑘 =  ∞ are thresholds on the latent scale. One immediately 

obtains 

P(Y≤ 𝑟|𝑥) = 𝑃(−𝑥𝑇𝛾+∈≤ 𝛾0𝑟) = 𝑃( ∈ ≤ 𝛾0𝑟 + 𝑥𝑇𝛾) = 𝐹(𝛾0𝑟 + 𝑥𝑇𝛾 )   (5) 

The model is essentially univariate since it is assumed that a univariate response Ỹ is acting in the 

background. Y is just a coarser version of Ỹ where the thresholds 𝛾0𝑟 determines the preference 

for categories while covariates produce a shifting on the latent scale. To note is that the resulting 

model can be used without reference to latent variables and the model’s advantage is its simplicity. 

Due to the derivation from the latent regression model with slope Y the effect of 𝑥 does not depend 

on the category. 
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Threshold (simple cumulative) model 

𝑃(𝑌 ≤ 𝑟|𝑥) = 𝐹 (𝛾0𝑟 + 𝑥𝑇𝛾)    

𝑃(𝑌𝑦 = 𝑟|𝑥) = 𝐹(𝛾0𝑟 + 𝑥𝑇𝛾) − 𝐹(𝛾0,𝑟−1 + 𝑥𝑇𝛾      (6) 

Where −∞ = 𝛾00 ≤ 𝛾01 ≤ ⋯ ≤ 𝛾0𝑘 = ∞ 

The model seems like a series of binary regression models of common regression parameters.  

Consider the split of response categories {1, … , 𝑟}, 𝑦𝑟 = 0 if Y = {𝑟 + 1, … , 𝑘, one has 

𝑃(𝑌 ≤ 𝑟|𝑥) = 𝑃(𝑦𝑟 = 1|𝑥) and the above equation is a binary regression model for 𝛾𝑟 ∈ {0,1}. 

The most widely used model is the cumulative logit model, also known as the proportional odds 

model, where F is the logistic distribution function. 

log (
𝑃(𝑌≤𝑟|𝑥)

𝑃(𝑌>𝑟|𝑥)
) = 𝛾0𝑟 + 𝑥𝑇𝛾         (7) 

The proportional odds model is due to a specific property called strict stochastic ordering which 

holds for all simple cumulative models.  

Consider two populations distinguished by the covariate value x and �̃�  

𝐹−1(𝑃(𝑌 ≤ 𝑟|𝑥)) − 𝐹−1(𝑃(𝑌 ≤ 𝑟|�̃�) = (𝑥 − �̃�)𝑇𝛾,      (8) 

Meaning the comparison of (transformed) cumulative probabilities P (Y≤ 𝑟|𝑥)  and 𝑃(𝑌 ≤ 𝑟|�̃�) 

does not depend on the category. So, the logit model takes the form; 

 𝑃(𝑌 ≤ 𝑟|𝑥)/𝑃(𝑌>𝑟|𝑥)

𝑃(𝑌≤𝑟|�̃�)/𝑃(𝑌>𝑟|�̃�)
= exp((𝑥 − �̃�)𝑇𝛾)       (9) 

Thus, showing that the comparison of populations in terms of cumulative odds P (Y≤ 𝑟|𝑥)/ 𝑃(𝑌 >

𝑟|𝑥) does not depend on the category (Tutz, 2012). 
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2.2.3 Multinomial logistic regression model 

In many regression problems the response variable Y is restricted to a set of possible values, called 

response categories. These response variables are called polytomous or multi-category responses 

which can be discrete numerical, nominal or ordinal. In business and social applications the 

response category may refer to the choice of different vehicle brand e.g. brand 1, brand 2, …, to 

brand k, socio-economic status e.g. poor, middle income, rich; in accident analysis, the response 

categories may refer to the different types of injury severities e.g fatal, serious injuries and slight 

injuries. Some rating scales have fixed response categories that have an implied order like work 

experience; which can be reported as none, little, moderate, or vast (Tutz, 2012).  

There is need to distinguish between response categories which are just labels from those which 

are ordered. If no order is implied, the response Y is measured on a nominal scale. If there is 

ordering in the categories and the corresponding numbers may be interpreted but not the distance 

or spacing between categories, then Y is measured on an ordinal scale. The other type of response 

category that contains more structure than the nominal case occurs in the form of nested or 

hierarchical response categories. Another good example arose when the basic response is in the 

categories “no infection”, “infection type I”, and “infection type II”. Further, for the infection type 

I, two further distinctions had to be made e.g. “infection with available treatment”, infection 

without available treatment. In such cases, we had to split on the two levels, first the split into the 

basic categories and then a conditional split on the outcome infections. In this study, the researcher 

focused on the response Y, the injury severity of road users which has unordered categories. 

Multinomial regression is a simple extension of the binomial distribution in that it allows for more 

than two possible outcomes. For example, in the road accident dataset, road users involved were 
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classified according to their severities of injuries. The number of outcomes depends on the number 

of mutually and exhaustive injury severity categories (Tutz, 2012). 

Let the possible outcomes be denoted by 1,…,k, occurring with probabilities 𝜋1,…,𝜋𝑘 so that 

𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑟) = 𝜋𝑟. The categories of the random variable Y obscure the fact that the response is 

genuinely multivariate, since each response category refers to a dimension of its own. The general 

form of the multinomial distribution considers Y as a vector-valued random variable with m 

responses. The components of the vector 𝑦𝑇 = 𝑦1, … , 𝑦𝑘) give the cell counts in categories 1,…k 

and have the probability mass function. 

𝑓 (𝑦1, … , 𝑦𝑘) = {
𝑚!

𝑦1!…𝑦𝑘!
𝜋𝑘

𝑦𝑘 … 𝜋𝑘
𝑦𝑘           𝑦𝑖 ∈  {0, … , 𝑚} = 𝑚

0               otherwise
    (10) 

Which is called the multinomial distribution with parameter m and 

𝜋𝑇 =  (𝜋1, . . , 𝜋𝑘), 𝜋𝑖  ∈ [0, 1] and ∑ 𝜋𝑖 = 1𝑖  Because Σ𝑦𝑖=𝑚 causes some redundancy in the 

presentation, a shorter version of the representation is used 𝑦𝑇 = (𝑦1, … , 𝑦𝑞), 𝑞 = 𝑘 − 1, giving 

us 

𝑓(𝑦1, … , 𝑦𝑘) =
𝑚!

𝑦1!,…,𝑦𝑞!(𝑚−𝑦1…−𝑦𝑞)!
𝜋1

𝑦1 … 𝜋𝑞

𝑦𝑞
. (1 − 𝜋1 − ⋯ − 𝜋𝑞)

𝑚−𝑦1−⋯−𝑦𝑞
  (11) 

and the abbreviation is 𝑦~𝑀 (𝑚, 𝜋). In the above representation, it made it clear that binomial 

distribution is indeed a special case of multinomial distribution where k=2 (i.e. q=1) since 

𝑓(𝑦𝑖) =
𝑚!

𝑦1!(𝑚−𝑦1)!
𝜋1

𝑦1(1 − 𝜋1)𝑚−𝑦1 = (𝑚
𝑦1

) 𝜋1
𝑦1(1 − 𝜋1)𝑚−𝑦1    (12) 

It can be shown that for the multinomial distribution components 𝑦𝑇 = (𝑦1, … 𝑦𝑞) 

𝐸(𝑦𝑖) = 𝑚𝜋𝑖,             (13) 
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Var (𝑦𝑖) = 𝑚𝜋𝑖(1 − 𝜋𝑖),       and  𝐶𝑜𝑣 (𝑦𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) = −𝑚𝜋𝑖𝜋𝑗 

The multinomial logit model is the most widely used regression model that links a categorical 

response variable with unordered categories to explanatory variables. 

Again let 𝑌 ∈ {1, … , 𝑘} be the response categories 1,..,𝑘 and 𝑦𝑇 = (𝑦1, … 𝑦𝑘) be the corresponding 

multinomial distribution for m =1. Let 𝑥 be the vector of explanatory variables, then the binary 

logit model has the form 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑃(𝑌=1|𝑥

𝑃(𝑌=2|𝑥
) = 𝑥𝑇𝛽.          (14) 

The multinomial logit form uses the same linear form of logits but takes inconsideration k-1 logits 

instead of only one logit such that 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑃(𝑌=𝑟|𝑥)

𝑃(𝑌=𝑘|𝑥)
)  =   𝑥𝑇𝛽, 𝑟 = 1, … , 𝑞,        (15) 

where the log-odds compare 𝑃(𝑌=𝑟|𝒙) to the probability 𝑃(𝑌=𝑘|𝒙). In this representation, k serves 

as the reference category since all probabilities are compared to the last category. The vector 𝛽𝑟 

depends on 𝑟 because comparison of 𝑌 = 𝑟 to 𝑌 = 𝑘 should be specific for r. The q logits 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑃(𝑌=1|𝑥)

𝑃(𝑌=𝑘|𝑥)
), …., 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑃(𝑌=𝑞|𝑥)

𝑃(𝑌=𝑘|𝑥)
) determine the response probabilities 

𝑃(𝑌=1|𝒙),…,𝑃(𝑌=𝑘|𝒙) in a unique way. 

The representation of the multinomial logit model depends on the choice of the reference category. 

Instead of k, any category from 1 , .., k could have been chosen as the reference category. The need 

to specify the reference category is due to the constraints ∑ 𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑟|𝑥)𝑟 = 1. The effect of this 
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constraint is that only 𝑞 = 𝑘 − 1 response categories may be specified. The remaining probability 

is implicitly determined (Tutz, 2012). 

2.3 Model Selection Criterion 

2.3.1 Introduction 

The need to select a model is of great importance in statistics in order to ensure goodness of fit and 

adjust or penalize for model complexity.  Several criterion were available to compare models. 

2.3.2 Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 

The AIC is a statistic used for best model selection. It is defined as; 

AIC = 2k  – 2 ln (L).           (16) 

Where k is the number of parameters in the statistical model,  

L- is the maximized value of the likelihood function for the estimated model.  

n- the number of observations, or equivalently or the sample size 

The term 2𝑘 is a penalty to be paid for over fitting and this discourages adding too many variables 

in the models which always leads to a smaller likelihood (Agresti, 2018).  

The AIC is calculated for each model considered, using same data and the general rule is that the 

model with the lowest AIC is chosen.  

2.3.3 Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 

The BIC is also a model selection criterion introduced by Schwarz (1978), the model is based on 

the empirical log-likelihood and does not require specifications of priors.  

The BIC is defined by: 

𝐵𝐼𝐶= −2 𝑙𝑛 (𝐿) +𝑘 𝑙𝑛 (𝑛)         (17) 
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Where L = the maximum value of likelihood function of the model 

k= number of free parameters to be estimated 

n= sample size 

The model with the minimum BIC is preferred. 

2.3.4 Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) 

DIC is a Bayesian version of the classical deviance for model assessment. It is particularly suited 

to compare Bayesian models whose posterior distributions have been obtained using Markov 

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation (Zhu & Carlin, 2000). Similar to AIC and BIC, DIC 

comprises two parts, a goodness-of fit measure, the posterior distribution of the deviance, and a 

penalty term, the effective number of parameters, measuring complexity. 

The deviance is given as: 

𝐷(𝜃) =  −2 log(𝑝(𝑦\𝜃)) + 2 log (𝑓(𝑦))       (18) 

Where 𝑦 are the data, 𝜃 are the unknown parameters of the model and (𝑦|𝜃) is likelihood function 

and (𝑦)=𝑝(𝑦|𝑢(𝜃)=𝑦). The effective number of parameters of the model is computed as  

𝑝𝐷 =  𝑝𝐷 = �̅� − 𝐷(�̅�)          (19) 

whereby �̅� is the expectation of θ and 𝑝𝐷 is the effective number of parameters. Thus, DIC is 

then calculated as 

𝐷𝐼𝐶 =  𝑝𝐷 − �̅�           (20) 

The rule in this model selection is that: models with smaller DIC is preferred over models with a 

larger DIC. 
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2.4 Conceptual Framework 

 

Figure 1: Conceptual framework for factors affecting injury severities (NRSC, 2012). 

 

A conceptual framework for this study has been assembled by integrating factors from literature 

reviews such as demographic, socio-economic, human factors, vehicle factors, environmental 

factors and accidents characteristics. Figure 1. shows the conceptual framework: human, vehicle, 

environmental and accident characteristics that might affect injury severities. Bivariate analysis, 
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Multinomial logistic regression and Ordered logistic models were used in modelling factors 

distressing the severity of injuries. Bivariate analysis used custom tables and Chi-square to explore 

relationship existing between different factors affecting the severity of injury, their association 

with each other and the strength of their associate. Multinomial logistic regression and Ordered 

logistic models were explored to establish factors, patterns and trends affecting the severity of 

injury. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Research design  

This study adopted a quantitative cross-sectional study design. A cross sectional study involves 

observations of a sample or cross section of a population or phenomenon that are made at one point 

in time (Ritchie et al, 2013). Data from the Road Safety Information Management System 

(RSIMS) database, with permission from the National Road Safety Council (NRSC) was analyzed 

to institute factors affecting the severity of crash injury. This data was collected at the scenes of 

accidents by police officers using the Namibia Road Accident Form (NRAF) shown in Appendix 

C and each accident has a unique identification number called Accident Record (AR). In the 

NRAF, relevant information about the traffic accident were categorized under seven main 

headings; accident location and time, accident type, vehicle type, drivers’ action, weather 

conditions, environmental and road characteristics, vehicles and persons involved in the accident. 

Additionally, the road accidents report in Namibia included several sub-headings that provided 

information on demographics, injury severity, vehicle characteristics and other relevant details 

about the accidents.  

3.2 Population 

The researcher used all road users involved in accidents from the year 2009 to 2016 in Namibia as 

the population of the study. Table 1 shows the crash distribution as well as the injury severities for 

the 8-year period. 

3.3 Sample 

There was no sampling done since all the data that was available for the year 2009 to 2016 was 

used. 
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3.4 Procedure 

The Namibia Road Accident Form (NRAF) was used to collect the data. The forms were 

administered by police officer on duty who recorded the particulars of the person(s) involved in 

the accident within 24 hours of the occurrence. The NRAFs were then submitted to the NRSC’s 

offices for capturing and analysis. The information was captured in the Road Safety Information 

Management System (RSIMS) database. They were then imported to Microsoft Excel and 

Statistical Package for Social Scientists (SPSS) for analysis. The researcher retrieved the data in 

Microsoft Excel format. 

3.5 Data Analysis 

The Statistical Package for Social Scientists (SPSS) version 24.0 for windows and Microsoft Excel 

were used to analyze the data. For the analysis, a significance level of 5% were used. Furthermore,  

a comprehensive suite of modelling techniques such as the Ordered logistic model (Garrido et al, 

2014; Ye & Lord, 2014; Yasmin et al, 2014) and the Multinomial regression model (Celik and 

Oktay 2014; Naik et al. 2016), among others were used to model the factors (human, vehicle, 

environmental and accidents characteristics) influencing severity of injuries in motor vehicle 

crashes. Excel was used to create the graphs and for data cleaning since the data was received in 

excel files. SPSS was used to run frequencies of factors influencing injury severity and also to 

model the factors on a 5% level of significance. Yearly patterns were investigated to clearly see 

the distribution of MVTC in Namibia from 2009 to 2016.  

The association between injury severity (fatal and injuries) and the contributing factors (human, 

vehicle, temporal and environmental) were examined using the binary logistic regression. All the 

data from 2009 to 2016 were combined and fitted respectively.  
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Factors that contributed to injury severity were estimated by fitting an ordered logistic regression 

and a multinomial regression models into the data. This was done in order to compare the two 

models to determine the best models. The response variable was the severity of injury, categorized 

as; 1-fatal, 2-serious and 3-slight injury” while the explanatory variables were the factors such as 

driver action, pedestrian action, age, gender, crash type, day of week, time of day, vehicle type, 

weather and road condition and number of vehicles involved. Moreover, since the need to select a 

model to establish the determinants of injury severity is of great importance in statistics in order 

to ensure appropriate fit and adjust or penalize for model complexity.  

Several criterions such as the AIC, BIC and DIC (discussed in section 2.3) were explored in the 

literature to be of great use to compare models for the purpose of establishing the determinants of 

severity of injuries from MVTCs. However, the ordered logistic regression model failed the test 

of parallel hence there was no need to compare the two models, hence the choice was to proceed 

with multinomial logistic model. A multinomial random variable applies where an event, Y, ends 

up with three or more outcomes 1, … , 𝐽 , (J > 2). Specifically suppose Y (injury severity) has 

unordered categories, we assume (Tutz, 2012). 

𝑌~𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙 (1, 𝑝(𝑣𝑖, 𝑎))𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, … . 𝑛, 

Such that 𝑝(𝑣𝑖, 𝑎) = 𝑝1(𝑣𝑖, 𝑎), … … . . , 𝑃𝑗(𝑣𝑖, 𝑎)𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑃(𝑦𝑖 = 𝑗|𝑎) = 𝑝𝑗(𝑣𝑖 , 𝑎), given some 

covariate 𝑣 = (𝑣1,…,𝑣𝑝
)𝑇    and corresponding parameters set 𝑎. The unordered categories (Y) were 

1- fatal, 2- serious injuries and 3- slight injuries which were more than two outcomes and hence 

multinomial was suitable for modelling the data. The last multinomial category (slight injuries) 

was assigned as a reference category, therefore the study examined the likelihood of being; fatal 
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verses slightly injured and seriously injured verses slightly injured. A significance level less or 

equal to 5% was considered significant. In all the models, driver action, pedestrian action, age, 

gender, crash type, day of week, time of day, vehicle type, weather and road condition and number 

of vehicles involved were estimated as categorical independent variables. Maximum likelihood 

estimation was applied for parameter estimation. All models were fitted in SPSS version 24. 

Table 1: Description of possible factors 

Variables Description 

Day of the week Day on which the accident occurred: 

 1= Weekday (Monday/ Tuesday/ Wednesday/ Thursday/ Friday), 2= 

Weekend (Saturday/ Sunday) 

Number of vehicles Number of vehicles involved:  

1= Single Vehicle, 2= Multiple Vehicle 

Weather The weather condition: 

 1= Clear, 2= Hail/Rain/Mist/Overcast 

Visibility Dummy for visibility:  

1= Clear, 2= Dust/Smoke 

Road surface The surface of the road:  

1= Dry, 2= loose dirt/ SAND / salt / other, 3= Slippery / Water standing/ 

running / wet / wet in areas. 

Road signs visible Whether the road signs were clearly visible: 

 0= No, 1= Yes 

Vehicle types Types of vehicle involved: 
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1= Bus / Midibus / Minibus / Minibus Taxi / Sedan Taxi, 2= Panelvan / 

Mobile equipment / Light delivery vehicle, 3= Motor car / Station wagon  

Driver actions What was the driver doing at the time of accident: 

1= Avoiding object/ Changing lane/Diverge/Enter traffic 

flow/Merge/Swerve/ Overtake (L / R) / Turn L/R/ U-Turn, 2= Slowing 

down / Stationary (e.g. waiting) / Busy parking / Parked / Sudden start / 

Sudden stop / Reversing, 3= Travelling straight 

Driver_age Age of driver in years:  

1= Below 29 years, 2= 30-44 years, 3= 45 years and above 

Drivers Gender Gender of the driver:  

1= Female, 2= Male 

Seatbeltused? Dummy of whether the seatbelt was used or not:   

0= No, 1= Yes 

Accident_Types The types of accident occurred:  

1= Approach at angle: both travelling straight /  one or both turning / 

Sideswipe: opposite / same direction, 2= Head on / Head/rear end, 3= 

Single vehicle overturned / Turn right in face of oncoming traffic, 4= All 

With (With animal/ With Fixed Objects/ With pedestrian/ With train ) /  

Passenger fell off vehicle 

Pedestrian action Involved pedestrian’s actions:  

1= Running, 2= Walking/ Standing 

Time of accident Time of which the accident occurred:  

1= Morning peak, 2= Mid-day, 3= Evening peak, 4= Evening / Night 
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Injury severity Types of injury severities:  

1= Fatal, 2: Serious injuries, 3= Slight injuries 

 

The data file received from the National Road Safety Council contained information on the number 

of things related to the accident and the ones that turned out to be relevant for explaining accident 

severities are listed in Table 1. Some variables that were present in the NRAF were omitted from 

this study, as shown in table 1 since they were found not to be injury severity risk factors from the 

literature. Likewise, some variables like the nationality, educational level, and employment status 

of the driver had to be disregarded because the information were not available in the data for many 

accidents reported. Table 1 also gives an overview of how the variables were coded and combined 

for analysis purposes. For example, the variable Day of the week is equal to 1 for weekdays 

(Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday) and 2 for weekends (Saturday and Sunday). 

The variable Number of vehicles is 1 for a single vehicle and 2 for multiple vehicles involved; and 

that applies to all the variables used in this study. 

The variables Age and Gender referred to the person who caused the accident and may therefore 

differ from the most severely injured person. This makes the interpretation of the effects of these 

variables difficult, as in some cases the responsible person was the most severely injured person 

and in other cases they were not. This needs to be kept in mind when interpreting the corresponding 

effects. Also, it must be noted that there was a systematic error concerning the age variable in our 

data set, since in some cases the age of the driver was less than 6 years, which was impossible in 

Namibia. It was decided to remove these observations.  

Also, there were categories under certain factors that were combined due to their low frequency 

which was causing difficulties during the model fitting. Therefore, the researcher combined all the 
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like cases; e.g under variable vehicle types, “Bus / Midibus / Minibus / Minibus Taxi / Sedan Taxi” 

they were all combined and became “all buses” since they are either buses or public transport, 

“Panel van / Mobile equipment / Light delivery vehicle” were analyzed together and Motor cars 

and Station wagons were grouped together as well.  

 

Figure 2: The data analysis flow 

Figure 2 above displays how the data was analyzed at different levels. It started at the collection 

of data from the National Road Safety Council. The data was cleaned, exported and recoded into 

different variables and groups for the purpose of this study. Descriptive Statistics were computed 

to determine frequencies of different variables and for the better understanding of the variables 

and their cases. Pearson chi-square test was used to look at the measures of association for the 

different risk factors with injury severity in Namibia. It was also used to differentiate the 

statistically significant variables from the insignificant ones. Lastly, the two models - Multinomial 
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logistic model and Ordered logistic model were used whereby the statistically significant variables 

were fitted to further determine the factors affecting the severity of injuries in Namibia. 

fatality is defined as a person who dies within 30 days of a crash on an American public road 

involving a vehicle with an engine, the death being the result of the crash (WHO, 2013). An injury 

can be classified as either serious injury or slight injury. Serious injury is defined as an injury 

sustained in an accident that require hospitalization within 30 days after the occurrence of the 

accident while slight injury means minor cuts and bruises, sprains and light shocks sustained in an 

accident which may be treated at the scene of the accident or at home without being hospitalized 

(NRSC, 2007). 

3.6 Research Ethics 

Permission was granted by the National Road Safety Council for this study to make use of their 

2009-2016 data set. Finally, the research was carried out after the ethical clearance were granted 

by the Research and Publication Centre of UNAM and research permission from the Centre for 

Postgraduate Studies. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

4.1 Results  

4.1.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents results of the study after all the data was analyzed and reveals its contribution 

made in providing factors affecting injury severity from MVTCs in Namibia. Results are presented 

in tables, figures and graphs. It also gives results of the parameter estimates for the model carried 

out as well as the interpretation of the results and the subsequent presentation of the (Risk Ratios) 

RR of risk factors of traffic crashes in Namibia. The main categories of factors in the study were: 

human, accident, and vehicle, temporal and environmental characteristics.  

A total number of 21 976 injuries and fatal accidents for the year 2009 to 2016 in Namibia was 

included in this study. Only 2231 (10.2 %) of all accidents were fatal, while the majority were 

either slight 12 802 (58.3%) or serious 6943 (31.6%) injuries during the study period. The number 

of people who were injured and killed included drivers, passengers and pedestrians. 

Table 2:  Descriptive Statistics of the accident severity from 2009 to 2016 

Variables  2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Total Percentage 

Injury 

Severity 

          

Fatal 251 278 248 283 275 443 240 213 2231 10.2 % 

Serious 1020 1036 1049 1090 682 553 806 707 6943 31.6 % 

Slight 1946 1835 1866 2038 1387 1003 1491 1236 12802 58.3 % 

Total 3217 3149 3163 3411 2344 1999 2537 2156 21976 100 % 
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Percentage 14.6 14.3 14.4 15.5 10.7 9.1 11.5 9.8 100.0  

 

The study modelled the factors affecting the severity of injury from MVTC in Namibia during the 

study period 2009 to 2016.  

4.1.2 Descriptive Summary 

 

Figure 3: Distribution of Accident severity by year 

The study focused on the 8 years (2009 to 2016) as shown in figure 3. Findings from this study 

indicated that the number of crashes peaked in 2012 with 3128 injuries and 283 fatalities as shown 

in figure 3 and declined gradually in the year 2013 through 2016. The average yearly count was 

280 fatal accidents, 868 serious injuries accident and 1600 slight injury accidents. Additionally, a 

non-consistent trend of crash counts can be observed from figure 3. From 2009, through 2011, a 

slight increase can be seen, however, a high peak can be observed in 2012, afterwards, a steady 

decrease for the year 2013 and 2014, followed by an escalation, and then a reduction in 2016. 
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From the NRSC data received, 14 factors were selected as variables due to their availability, 

completeness and suitability in explaining severity of injury from motor vehicle traffic accidents 

in Namibia. These factors were broadly classified as Human errors (Driver action, Pedestrian 

action, Driver’s Age, Driver’s gender and Seatbelt used), Accident characteristics (Types of crash), 

Environmental characteristics (Weather condition, Road surface, Visibility and Road sign visible), 

Vehicle characteristics (Vehicle type and number of vehicles involved) and Temporary 

Characteristics (Day of the week and Time of Day).  Table 3 below summarizes the percent count 

of the possible risk factors that may contribute to the injury severity levels in traffic accidents.  

Table 3: Descriptive summary of independent variables 

 

Variables 

 

Fatality 

 

 

 

Serious 

 

Slight 

 

Total 

Day of the week        

Weekday 1497 (67.1%) 4567 (65.8%) 8880 (69.4%) 14944  

 

Weekend  734 (32.9%) 2376 (34.2%) 3922 (30.6%) 7032  

Number of vehicles        

Single Vehicle 1001 (44.9%) 2774 (40.0%) 4814 (37.6%) 8589  

 

Multi Vehicle  1227 (55.1%) 4163 (60.0%) 7978 (62.4%) 13368  

Weather        

Clear 1488 (92.9%) 4381 (92.8%) 8046 (92.0%) 13915  
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Hail/Rain/Mist/Overcast 114 (7.1%) 338 (7.2%) 703 (8.0%) 1155  

Visibility        

Clear 1721 (96.3%) 5209 (95.0%) 9747 (96.1%) 16677  

 

Dust/Smoke 66 (3.7%) 276 (5.0%) 399 (3.9%) 741  

Road surface        

Dry 1798 (90.3%) 5422 (90.0%) 9984 (90.0%) 17204  

 

Loose dirt/ Sand / Salt / Other 71 (3.6%) 210 (3.5%) 360 (3.2%) 641  

 

Slippery / Water standing/ 

Running / Wet / Wet areas 

123 (6.2%) 392 (6.5%) 747 (6.7%) 1262  

Road signs visible        

No 275 (20.4%) 1095 (26.3%) 2056 (27.3%) 3426  

Yes 1076 (79.6%) 3064 (73.7%) 5475 (72.7%) 9615  

Vehicle types        

Bus / Midibus / Minibus / 

Minibus Taxi / Sedan Taxi 

211 (11.2%) 750 (12.7%) 1437 (13.2%) 2398  

 

Panelvan / Mobile equipment / 

Light delivery vehicle 

708 (37.4%) 2308 (39.0%) 3796 (34.8%) 6812  

 

Motor car / Station wagon 972(51.4%) 5911 (48.3%) 5688 (52.1%) 9513  

Driver actions        
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Avoiding object/ Changing 

lane/Diverge/Enter traffic 

flow/Merge/Swerve/ 

Overtake(L / R) / Turn L/R/ U-

Turn 

389 (18.6%) 1283 (19.6%) 2725 (22.5%) 4397  

 

Slowing down / Stationary (e.g. 

waiting) / Busy parking / 

Parked / Sudden start / Sudden 

stop / Reversing 

281 (13.4%) 799 (12.2%) 1701 (14.1%) 2781  

 

Travelling straight 1420 (67.9%) 4472 (68.2%) 7669 (63.4%) 13561  

Driver’s age        

Below 29 years 589 (26.4%) 1933 (27.8%) 3647 (28.5%) 6169  

 

30-44 1078 (48.3%) 3271 (47.1%) 5983 (46.7%) 10332  

 

45 years and above 564 (25.3%) 1739 (25.0%) 3172 (24.8%) 5475  

Driver's gender        

Female 488 (22.2%) 1593 (23.2%) 3079 (24.3%) 5160  

 

Male 1709 (77.8%) 5276 (76.8%) 9589 (75.7%) 16574  

Seatbelt used?        

No 108 (16.8%) 255 (16.3%) 472 (18.6%) 835  
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Yes 535 (83.2%) 1306 (83.7%) 2060 (81.4%) 3901  

Accident Types        

Approach at angle: both 

travelling straight /  one or both 

turning / Sideswipe: opposite / 

same direction 

608 (32.1%) 1833 (31.2%) 3252 (30.8%) 5693  

 

 

Head on / Head/rear end 395 (20.8%) 993 (16.9%) 2206 (20.9%) 3594  

Single vehicle overturned / 

Turn right in face of oncoming 

traffic 

271 (14.3%) 877 (14.9%) 1782 (16.9%) 2930  

 

All With / Passenger fell off 

vehicle 

623 (32.8%) 2170 (36.9%) 3322 (31.5%) 6115  

Pedestrian action        

Running 37 (40.7%) 88 (41.7%) 126 (43.9%) 251  

 

Walking/ Standing 54 (59.3%) 123 (58.3%) 161 (56.1%) 338  

Time of accident        

Morning peak 525 (23.5%) 1041 (15.0%) 1947 (15.2%) 3513  

 

Mid-day 623 (27.9%) 1975 (28.4%) 4143 (32.4%) 6741  

 

Evening peak 784 (35.1%) 3176 (45.7%) 4730 (36.9%) 8690  
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Evening / Night 299 (13.4%) 751 (10.8%) 1982 (15.5%) 3032  

 

Day of the week and time of day are included in the data as characteristics of temporary risk 

factors. This is simply because these two factors are momentary. The days of the week in which 

the accidents occurred are also considered as risk factors that are divided into weekends and 

weekdays. As can be seen from the table, most of the MVTCs occurs on weekdays (72.9%) 

(Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Fridays). The time the accident occurs is divided 

into four categories: morning peak, mid-day, evening peak and evening/ night. Most of the injuries 

and fatalities happen in the evening peak (35.8%). 

For the researcher to observe clearly the driving behaviors of drivers of different ages, age was 

grouped into three different age groups; the first category was below 29 years and middle-aged 

drivers (30-44 years). Table 3 depicts the majority (47.1%) of the drivers involved in MVTC are 

between the age of 30-44 years.  

As can be seen from table 3, most drivers (78.1%) involved in MVTCs are males, indicating that 

male drivers are more likely to be involved in MVTCs than female drivers. Table 3 also indicates 

that only 21.9% of the drivers involved in MVTCs were female. 

The seatbelt use was coded Yes or No, whether the driver used a seatbelt or did not use the seatbelt. 

More injured drivers (66.8%) said they used seatbelts compare to those that didn’t use the seatbelts 

(33.2%).   

Namibia is a very dry country, the common seasons are winter and summer. Therefore, the 

environmental characteristics are not necessarily a result of seasons but rather the weather 

condition, road surface, visibility and road sign visibility. Several relevant categories of the 
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mentioned characteristics were merged into two or three categories. Weather was divided into 

(Clear, Hail/Rain/Mist/Overcast), clear weathers lead to more (92.8%) fatal and injuries. Visibility 

categorized as: (Clear, Dust/Smoke), most accidents occurred during clear visibility (96.9%) and 

road surface as (Dry, loose dirt/ Sand / Salt / Other, Slippery / Water standing/ running / wet / wet 

in areas). Road signs was coded as yes and no as to whether the road signs were present or not 

when an accident occurred.  

The types of vehicles and the number of vehicles involved in the accident were included in the 

data as the main vehicle characteristics. The vehicle types were merged to their likes and divided 

into three group; Bus / Midibus / Minibus / Minibus Taxi / Sedan Taxi (11.7%), Panelvan / Mobile 

equipment / Light delivery vehicle (34%) and Motor car / Station wagon (54.3%) as shown above 

in table 3. Motor cars / station wagon caused more fatalities and injuries. The association between 

the severity of injuries and the number of vehicles was also investigated. Table 3 shows that the 

number of injury severity increased with the increase in the number of vehicles involved in the 

accident, 13368 (64.4%) were injuries because of multiple vehicles. Vehicle color, make, year 

model and tyre burst were also included in the accident form, however there were many blanks 

and therefore these variables could not be used in the model.  

The types of crash were found to be prominent risk factors under accident characteristics. They 

were divided into four categories after several like categories were merged: Approach at angle: 

both travelling straight / one or both turning / Sideswipe: opposite / same direction, Head on / 

Head/rear end, Single vehicle overturned / Turn right in face of oncoming traffic and All With / 

Passenger fell off vehicle. Table 3 shows that most fatalities and injuries were results of Head on 

/ Head rear and rear end (30.1%) crashes. 
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Driver’s actions were merged accordingly and divided into three categories as shown above in 

table 3. Most fatalities and injuries were a result of drivers travelling straight (55.6%). Lastly more 

fatal 54 (59.3%) and serious injured 123 (58.3%) pedestrians were either walking or standing. 

4.1.3 Bivariate analysis of severity of injuries and Risk Factors 

Table 4 shows the chi-square (𝑥2) results and P value of the bivariate analysis comparing risk 

factors between fatal or serious accidents and accidents with slight injuries. All the variables (risk 

factors) were tested by comparing their means to determine the measure of association between 

the dependent variable and the independent variables. This was done to differentiate between 

variables that are statistically significant and those that are not statistically significant. The model 

equation is in section 2.2. 

Pearson chi-Square test for association was used to ascertain the existence of an association 

between potential risk factors and the severity of injuries at 0.05 significance level. P-values give 

the observed significance level corresponding to the Chi-Square tests for association between the 

potential risk factors and severity of injuries which is the dependent variable. Based on the 

analysis, nine variables were found to be significantly associated with the risk of fatal/ injuries in 

the MVTCs. These were: day of the week, number of vehicles involved, visibility, time of accident, 

accident types, driver actions, driver’s gender, vehicle types and road signs visible. 

Table 4: Independence test and measure of association for risk factors and injury severity in 

Namibia.  

Variable 𝝌2 -statistics 

 

P- Value 

Day of the week 27.5*** <0.001 
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Number of vehicles 45.6*** <0.001 

Weather 4.1  0.131 

Visibility 12.1**  0.002 

Road surface 1.9  0.753 

Road signs visible 28.5*** <0.001 

Vehicle types 36.3*** <0.001 

Driver actions 53.4*** <0.001 

Driver’s age 4.4  0.350 

Driver's gender 6.2*  0.045 

Seatbelt used? 3.9  0.143 

Accident Types 80.0*** <0.001 

Pedestrian action 0.4 0.815 

Time of accident 288.8*** <0.001 

 

Furthermore, from table 4, the following risk factors were statistically significant to the severity 

of injuries from MVTCs in Namibia as follows: Day of the week (χ2 = 27.5, P<0.001), number of 

vehicles involved (χ2= 45.6, P<0.001), visibility (χ2 = 12.1, P=0.002), road signs visible (χ2= 28.5, 

P<0.001), vehicle types (χ2= 36.3, P<0.001), driver’s actions (χ2= 53.4, P<0.001), driver’s gender 

(χ2= 6.2, P=0.045), accident types (χ2=80.0, P<0.001) and time of accident (χ2= 288.8, P<0.001). 

This means that they are strongly associated with the road traffic injury severity. The statistically 

significant variables have a chi square greater than 5 and a p-value less than 0.05. 
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4.1.4 Modelling Risk Factors 

As shown in Table 5 and 6 below, ordered logistic and multinomial logistic modeling analyses 

were performed on independent variables (day of the week, number of vehicles involved, visibility, 

road signs visible, vehicle types, driver’s actions, driver’s gender, accident types and time of 

accident.) that showed significant association with the dependent variable in bivariate analysis. 

Table 5 shows the result, a total of 9 variables were fitted in the model. The base category of the 

corresponding model was slight injuries with coefficients restricted to zero and the following odd 

ratio estimates explains the differences compared to the slight injuries. The last multinomial 

category (slight injury) was assigned as a reference category. Considering that the cost of treatment 

is minimal for this group in comparison to fatal and serious injuries, it was just fair that all the 

other categories be compared to slight injuries. All the model equations are outlined in section 2.2, 

subsection 2.2.2 and 2.2.3.  

Table 5: Ordered logistic model to establish factors influencing injury severity from Motor 

Vehicle Traffic Crashes  

Variables 

 

 

OR (CI) 

 

t- test 

 

P-Value 

Day of the week    

Weekday 1,2 *** (1.1, 1.3) 19.0 < 0.001 

Weekend (Ref) 1     

Number of vehicles Involved    

Single Vehicle 0,8*** (0.7, 0.9) 20.5 < 0.001 

Multi Vehicle (Ref) 1     
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Visibility    

Clear 1,2 (0.9, 1.4) 1.6 0.200 

Dust/Smoke (Ref) 1     

Road signs visible    

No 1,2*** (1.1, 1.4) 17.5 < 0.001 

Yes (Ref) 1     

Vehicle types    

Bus / Midibus / Minibus / Minibus Taxi / 

Sedan Taxi 

1,0 (0.9, 1.2) 0.2 0.700 

Panelvan / Mobile equipment / Light delivery 

vehicle 

0,8*** (0.8, 0.9) 12.8 < 0.001 

Motor car / Station wagon (Ref) 1     

Driver actions    

Avoiding object/ Changing lane/Diverge/Enter 

traffic flow/Merge/Swerve/ Overtake(L / R) / 

Turn L/R/ U-Turn 

1,2*** (1.1, 1.4) 17.0 < 0.001 

Slowing down / Stationary (e.g. waiting) / 

Busy parking / Parked / Sudden start / Sudden 

stop / Reversing 

1,2* (1.0, 1.4) 5.8 0.016 

Travelling straight (Ref) 1     

Drivers gender    

Female 1,1 (1.0, 1.2) 3.6 0.060 

Male (Ref) 1     
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Accident Types    

Approach at angle: both travelling straight / 

one or both turning / Sideswipe: opposite / 

same direction 

1,0 (0.9, 1.1) 0.03 0.868 

Head on / Head/rear end 1,2* (1.0, 1.3) 6.6 0.010 

Single vehicle overturned / Turn right in face 

of oncoming traffic 

1,3*** (1.1, 1.5) 14.3 < 0.001 

All With/ Passenger fell off vehicle (Ref) 1     

Time of accident    

Morning peak 0,8*** (0.6, 0.9) 10.6 <0.001 

Mid-day 0,9 (0.8, 1.1) 0.5 0.485 

Evening peak 0,8** (0.7, 0.9) 9.3 0.002 

Evening / Night (Ref) 1    

 

Table 5 shows the results of an Ordered logistic model fitted in the data. As shown in Table 5, 

seven of the variables remained significantly associated with the severity of injuries from Motor 

Vehicle Traffic Crashes on logistic analyses. Fatal, serious and slight Motor Vehicle Traffic 

Crashes in Namibia were likely to occur on Monday to Friday (OR= 1.2, P<0.001), when there is 

only one vehicle involved in the crash, when road signs are not visible, with panel van/ mobile 

equipment and light delivery vehicles (LDVs), when drivers were either avoiding objects/changing 

lane from one lane to another/overtaking left or right, when there is a  sudden stop or start of cars 

and when they are either parking or parked (OR= 1.2, P-value=0.016). Furthermore, injury severity 

in MVTCs in Namibia likely occurs as a results of head on/rear end crashes and single vehicle 
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overturning, fatal and serious injuries are likely to happen during morning peak of around 04:01 

t0 10h00 AM and during evening peak of 16:01 – 20h00 PM, (OR= 0.8, P-value=0.001 and P-

value= 0.002 respectively. 

A fixed effect is not statistically significant if its (Risk Ratio) RR is less than one with the 

corresponding 95 % confidence intervals; taking on values less than one. Moreover, for increased 

risk factors, the RR should be greater than one and the corresponding lower and upper intervals 

should also be greater than one. For reduced risk factors, the RR and the lower and upper 95 % 

confidence interval of a fixed effect should be less than one (Tutz, 2012). 

Table 6: Unadjusted Multinomial logit model to establish human factors, accident factors, 

environmental factors, vehicle factors and temporal factors influencing fatal and Serious 

Injuries. 

Variables Reference category: Slight injuries 

 Fatal crashes Serious injuries 

        RR (CI) P-

value 

       RR (CI) P-

value 

Human factors 

Driver’s action     

Avoiding object/ Changing 

lane/Diverge/Enter traffic 

flow/Merge/Swerve/ Overtake (L 

/ R) / Turn L/R/ U-Turn 

0.8*** (0.7, 0.9) <0.001 0.8*** (0.8, 0.9) <0.001 
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Slowing down / Stationary (e.g. 

waiting) / Busy parking / Parked / 

Sudden start / Sudden stop / 

Reversing 

0.9 (0.8, 1.0) 0.169 0.8*** (0.7, 0.9) <0.001 

Travelling straight (Ref)     

Driver’s gender     

Female 0.9 (0.8, 1.0) 0.054 0.9 (0.7, 1.0) 0.054 

Male (Ref)     

Accident factors 

Accident Types        RR (CI) P-

value 

       RR (CI) P-

value 

Approach at angle: both travelling 

straight / one or both turning / 

Sideswipe: opposite / same 

direction 

 

1.0 (0.9, 1.1) 0.961 0.9*** (0.8,   0.9) <0.001 

Head on / Head/rear end 1.0 (0.8, 1.1) 0.508 0.7*** (0.6,   0.8) <0.001 

Single vehicle overturned / Turn 

right in face of oncoming traffic 

0.8** (0.7, 0.9) 0.008 0.8*** (0.7,   0.8) <0.001 

All With/ Passenger fell off 

vehicle (Ref) 

    

Environmental factors 
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Visibility         RR (CI) P-

value 

       RR (CI) P-

value 

Clear 1.0 (0.7, 1.4) 0.902 0.7** (0.6,   0.9) 0.005 

Dust/Smoke (Ref)     

Road signs visible     

No 0.7*** (0.7, 0.8) <0.001 0.9 (0.9,   1.0) 0.179 

Yes (Ref)     

Vehicle factors  

Number of vehicles Involved        RR (CI) P-

value 

       RR (CI) P-

value 

Single Vehicle 1.4*** (1.2, 1.5) <0.001 1.1*** (1.0,   1.2) <0.001 

Multi Vehicle (Ref)     

Vehicle types     

Bus / Midibus / Minibus / 

Minibus Taxi / Sedan Taxi 

0.9 (0.8, 1.0) 0.123 1.1 (1.0,    1.2) 0.330 

Panelvan / Mobile equipment / 

Light delivery vehicle 

 

1.1 (1.1, 1.2) 0.111 1.2*** (1.1,    1.3) <0.001 

Motor car / Station wagon (Ref) 

 

    

Temporal factors 

Day of the week        RR (CI) P-

value 

       RR (CI) P-

value 
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Weekday 0.9** (0.8, 1.0) 0.005 0.8*** (0.8,     0.9) <0.001 

Weekend (Ref)     

Time of accident     

Morning peak 1.8*** (1.6, 2.1) <0.001 1.5*** (1.3,    1.6) <0.001 

Mid-day 1.0 (0.9, 1.2) 0.835 1.3*** (1.2,   1.4) <0.001 

Evening peak 1.1 (1.0, 1.3) 0.138 1.8*** (1.6,   2.0) <0.001 

Evening / Night (Ref)     

 

Table 6 above present the results of the unadjusted multinomial model where factors were 

modelled separately to see how they influenced injury severity from MVTCs in Namibia. Factors 

were categorized into 5 groups: human factors, accident factors, vehicle factors, environmental 

factors and temporal factors. This model was fitted to assess if there would be significant 

differences in the results by fitting all factors in the model at once and when there were few factors 

fitted at a time. The estimation results showed a different picture with what was found in Table 7 

below, indicating that the number of variables included in the model at a time varies, showing that 

the fewer the variables, the more significant the association of the variables with the dependent 

variable as most factors were significant when they were fit separately than when the model was 

adjusted in table 7. The time the accident occurred was significantly associated with serious 

injuries at all time groups in table 6, however in Table 7, not all the time of day categories were 

significantly associated with serious injuries. For some factors, such as clear visibility came from 

associations to no associations after all the factors were fit at once. As shown in Table 6, just as in 

the ordered logistic model, seven of the variables remained significantly associated with severity 

of injuries from MVTC in Namibia on unadjusted multinomial logistic analyses. 
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Table 7:  Adjusted Multinomial logit model to establish factors influencing fatal and Serious 

Injuries.  

 Reference category: Slight injuries 

 

Fatal 

 

Serious injuries 

Variables        RR (CI) P-value        RR (CI) P-value 

Day of the week     

Weekday 

 

0.8** (0.7, 0.9) 0.008 0.8*** (0.7, 

0.9) 

<0.001 

Weekend (Ref)     

Number of vehicles 

Involved 

    

Single Vehicle 1.4*** (1.2, 1.6) <0.001 1.2** (1.1, 1.3) 0.002 

Multi Vehicle (Ref)        

Visibility      

Clear 1.0 (0.6, 1.4) 0.819 0.8 (0.6, 1.0) 0.069 

Dust/Smoke (Ref)       

Road signs visible     

No 0.6*** (0.5, 0.8) <0.001 0.9* (0.8, 1.0) 0.029 

Yes (Ref)        

Vehicle types     
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Bus / Midibus / Minibus / 

Minibus Taxi / Sedan Taxi 

0.9 (0.7, 1.2) 0.476 1.0 (0.9, 1.0) 0.873 

Panelvan / Mobile 

equipment / Light delivery 

vehicle 

 

1.1 (0.9, 1.3) 0.399 1.3*** (1.2, 

1.4) 

<0.001 

Motor car / Station wagon 

(Ref) 

 

      

Driver’s action     

Avoiding object/ Changing 

lane/Diverge/Enter traffic 

flow/Merge/Swerve/ 

Overtake (L / R) / Turn L/R/ 

U-Turn 

 

0.8** (0.7, 1.0) 0.014 0.8*** (0.7, 

0.9) 

<0.001 

Slowing down / Stationary 

(e.g. waiting) / Busy 

parking / Parked / Sudden 

start / Sudden stop / 

Reversing 

0.9 (0.7, 1.1) 0.367 0.8** (0.7, 0.9) 0.006 

Travelling straight (Ref)        

Driver’s gender     

Female 0.9 (0.7, 1.0) 0.128 0.9 (0.8, 1.0) 0.172 

Male (Ref) 

 

     

Accident Types     
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Approach at angle: both 

travelling straight /  one or 

both turning / Sideswipe: 

opposite / same direction 

 

1.1 (1.0, 1.3) 0.353 0.9 (0.8, 1.1) 0.284 

Head on / Head/rear end 1.0 (0.8, 1.2) 0.781 0.7*** (0.6, 

0.9) 

<0.001 

Single vehicle overturned / 

Turn right in face of 

oncoming traffic 

0.9 (0.6, 1.0) 0.074 0.7*** (0.6, 

0.9) 

<0.001 

All With/ Passenger fell off 

vehicle (Ref) 

  

   

    

Time of accident     

Morning peak 1.5** (1.2, 2.0) 0.002 1.2 (1.0, 1.5) 0.052 

Mid-day 0.9 (0.7, 1.2) 0.651 1.1 (1.0, 1.4) 0.107 

Evening peak 1.1 (0.8, 1.3) 0.657 1.4*** (1.2, 

1.7) 

<0.001 

Evening / Night (Ref)      

RR= Risk Ratios 

The estimation results suggest that certain factors increased fatal and serious injuries as follow: 

the day of the week in which an accident happen can influence the frequency of MVTCs and the 

severity of injuries sustained in MVTCs. Based on the severity of injuries and fatalities, MVTCs 

were analyzed based on two groups of day of week, weekend was Saturday and Sunday and 

weekdays (Monday to Friday). The results indicate that there was a significant association between 
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fatalities and serious injuries with crashes occurring in weekdays which are Monday, Tuesday, 

Wednesday, Thursday and Fridays (RR = 0.8, 95% CI = 0.7, 0.9) and (RR =0.8, 95% CI = 0.7, 

0.9) P=0.008 and P<0.001 respectively. These means that weekdays are less severe compared to 

weekends, that is 20% less fatal and serious accidents compared to slight accidents in weekdays 

compared to weekends. 

The estimation results also indicate that there was a significant association between fatalities and 

serious injuries that were more likely to occur than the slight injuries when there was only one 

vehicle involved in a crash than when there were multiple vehicles (RR =1.4, P<0.001) and (0.9) 

times (RR = 1.2, P =0.002). 

A significant association can also be seen between fatalities and serious injuries where crashes 

happened at areas where road signs were not clearly visible. Almost (1.5) times (RR = 0.6, P 

<0.001 and 1.1 times (RR =0.9, P = 0.029) more likely to occur than the slight injury severity when 

the road sign was not clearly visible (Road signs visible= No).  

The estimation results show that the serious injuries level was almost (0.8) times ((RR = 1.3, 

P<0.001) more likely to occur than slight injuries when it was either a panel van / Mobile 

equipment or Light delivery vehicles involved in a crash. 

There exist a significant association between serious and fatal injuries when accidents occur during 

the time a driver was avoiding objects/ changing from one lane to another/ entering a traffic flow/ 

overtaking or turning either left or right (RR = 0.8, P =0.014) and (RR = 0.8, P<0.001). Also, when 

the driver was busy parking or parked already and when there was a sudden stop or start or at times 

when the driver was reversing; there was a significant association between those actions and 

serious injuries of MVTCs (RR =0.8, P = 0.006). 
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The estimation further indicate that the serious injuries were almost (1.4) times (RR = 0.7, P 

<0.001) and (1.4) times (RR = 0.7, P<0.001) more likely to occur than the slight injury severity 

when the type of crash occurred as a result of Single vehicle overturned / Turn right in face of 

oncoming traffic vehicle and also as a result of Head on / Head/rear end crashes. 

The time of the day in which an accident occurred did influence the severity of injuries sustained 

because of Motor Vehicle Traffic Crashes. Regarding the time of the day in which an accident 

occurred, MVTCs were analyzed based on one quarter (¼) of the time in a full day, constituting 

four, six-hour intervals. According to the results in the table, there existed a significant association 

between fatal crashes and serious injuries with driving or getting in an accident during early hours 

and the night hours between 04:01 – 10h00 AM (RR = 1.5, P=0.002) and 16:01 – 20:00 PM (RR 

=1.4, P < 0.001). 

4.1.5 Model Comparison Summary 

 

Two models; multinomial logistic regression and ordered logistic regression models were fitted it 

the data. The researcher wanted to compare the two models based on the three criterions reviewed 

in this study. However, it was no longer necessary to carry out a comparison since the ordered 

logistic regression model failed the test of parallel line. A multinomial logistic regression was then 

automatically preferred. 

4.2 Discussions  

The discussion of this study focused on variables that had an association with serious/fatal/slight 

MVTCs on multinomial analysis. Variables that had no association but were expected to have an 

association with serious/fatal MVTCs, such as age of driver, age of driver, visibility, driver used 

seatbelt and weather are then briefly discussed. 
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4.2.1 Human errors/ characteristics 

The general human factors associated with MVTCs studied were gender and age of drivers 

involved in MVTCs. The attitudes and noncompliance to traffic rules related to the severity of 

injuries were also studied. Previous annual statistical reports on road accidents in Namibia 

frequently use a World Health Organisation (WHO) age group way of grouping which is in line 

with international standards from age 0 to over 70 years. Other researchers such as Abdel-Aty and 

Radwan (2000) and Yau et al. (2006) used continuous variables to represent the entire age group 

and not discrete categories as in some studies including this study. This study adopted the WHO 

age grouping which are classifies as follows:  drivers below 29 years, middle aged drivers between 

30-44 years and drivers aged 45 years and above.  

Seventy-eight percent of drivers involved in MVTCs were males, irrespective of injury severity. 

Conversely, only twenty percent of female drivers were involved in MVTCs in Namibia for the 

study period. Male drivers had a substantial increased probability of becoming involved in a 

MVTCs involving fatal or serious injuries compared to MVTCs involving only slight injuries than 

their female counterparts. Driver actions played a major role in MVTCs, a majority of the involved 

drivers indicated they were travelling straight in both fatal and serious cases. Driver actions 

showed a significant association between some of its case categories and fatal and serious injuries 

comparing to slight injuries in Namibia. Regarding age, forty-seven percent of the drivers involved 

in MVTCs between 2009-2016 were between 30 – 44 years old. This age group of drivers also 

have a high fatal and serious injury probabilities; however, age was excluded in the model. Driver’s 

seatbelt usage and the actions of pedestrians were not included in the model as they did not give a 

significant association on bivariate analyses. It was found in the study that 33% of the drivers who 
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were involved in MVTCs did not use a seatbelt and similarly, 57% of pedestrians involved in 

traffic crashes were either running or standing.  

The research findings were consistent with many previous studies addressing risk factors (Osoro, 

et al., 2011; WHO, 2013; Robertson, 2007; NRSC, 2012; Kim, et al., 2008). All confirmed that 

males had a higher probability of being involved in a fatal or serious MVTCs than females. In 

Namibia men were most likely to drive under the influence of alcohol which may also increase 

their risk of getting into MVTCs compared to females. However, it contrasts with other studies 

(Garrido et al., 2014; Mehmandar, et al., 2014; Celik and Oktay, 2014) that found women were 

more likely to suffer serious or fatal injuries than men. Emphasizing that the probability of 

suffering no injury increases when the accident victim is a male than when they are females. Celik 

and Oktay (2014) concluded in their study that the existing research literature on driving generally 

shows no consensus on driver’s age groups while other studies shown otherwise. Driver’s action 

was identified as a contributing factor for some categories of faults such as avoiding objects, when 

driver was changing from one lane to another and when overtaking left or right, slowing down, 

sudden stopping or starting and when driver was parking or parked. There was a significant 

association between avoiding objects, when driver was changing from one lane to another and 

when overtaking left or right and fatal MVTCs and a significant association between driver 

overtaking left or right, slowing down, sudden stopping or starting and when driver was parking 

or parked and serious MVTCs in Namibia.  

 

4.2.2 Accident characteristics 

The types of crash or accident was included in the data as the main accident characteristics. The 

association between injury severity and types of crash were investigated. The estimated results 
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revealed that there was a statistically significant association between head on/ rear end and single 

vehicle overturns/ turning right in face of incoming traffic and serious injuries of MVTCs. This 

was similar to the study findings of Garrido et al. (2014) who revealed that head-on collisions, 

appear to be the major contributor for the most severe injury level. In contrast, Yasmin et al. (2014) 

found that the injury severity level was observed to be lower for front-to-rear collision relative to 

other manners of collision. 

4.2.3 Vehicle Characteristics  

The types of vehicle most commonly involved in all the three severities of MVTCs were motor 

car/ station wagon. There existed a significant association between panel van/ mobile equipment’s 

and light delivery vehicles and serious injuries of MVTCs. The study findings were consistent with 

that of Garrido et al., (2014) who found that motor-vehicle occupants who travel in a light delivery 

vehicles (LDV) were more likely to be involved in a serious or fatal road accident as compared to 

other vehicle types. There was a significant association between single vehicles and fatal and 

serious injury MVTCs in Namibia. This was similar to the findings of Celik and Oktay (2014) 

which found that fatal injuries were nearly three times more likely to occur in single-vehicle 

accidents than no injuries. From this it can be inferred that single vehicle accidents increased the 

probability of fatal crashes by 39.3%.  

4.2.4 Environmental characteristics  

Environmental characteristics included weather condition, road surface, visibility and road sign 

visible. Ninety-two percent of all types of MVTCs occurred in clear weather. Whereas, twelve 

percent occurred in hail/ rain / mist or overcast weather. There was no significant association with 

weather and visibility in this study.  The estimated results show a significant association between 

road signs not being clearly visible and fatal and serious injuries in MVTCs for the period under 
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review. In contrast, Celik and Oktay (2014) found that clear weather decreased the probability of 

fatal injuries, further adding that, the ‘no injury’ severity level was two times more likely to occur 

than the ‘fatal injury’ severity level when the weather was clear. 

4.2.5 Temporary characteristics 

Temporary factors impacting MVTCs were time of accident and day of the week an accident 

occurred. Time of day was divided into four groups and day of the week into two groups. This was 

adopted from the reviewed literature.  The estimated results indicated that more accidents occurred 

in weekdays than weekends. There was a strong association between an accident occurring on 

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday and fatal and serious injuries from MVTCs 

in Namibia for the study period. There also existed a statistically significant association between 

accidents occurring between 04:01 – 10:00 AM and 16:01 – 20:00 and fatal / serious injuries from 

MVTCs.  The results from Nangombe’s 2012 study in Namibia also indicated that road users were 

less likely to have fatal accidents on Tuesday, and more likely to die on Sundays than on Fridays. 

While Shaheed et al. (2013) found that vehicle - motorcycle crashes occurring on a weekend were 

more likely to result in severe and minor/possible injury, also stressing that Crashes occurring 

during dark conditions were likely to be fatal. In contrast to this study results; Celik and Oktay 

(2014) found that Traffic accidents in Turkey (Erzurum and Kars provinces) were nearly 2.5 times 

(RR = 2.45, 95% CI = 1.12–5.32) more likely to result in non-fatal injury than fatal when the 

accident occurred in the evening peak. Adding that no injuries were 2.6 (RR = 2.60, 95% CI = 

1.20–5.65) more likely to occur than fatal injuries in accidents during the evening peak period 

(Celik and Oktay. 2014).  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

5.1 Conclusions  

The major cause of road traffic crash fatalities and injuries in Namibia were identified as human 

behavior, faulty vehicles, and temporary and accident characteristics. Moreover, environmental 

factors were identified as the major drivers of road traffic crash fatalities in Namibia. As a result, 

the findings, suggested that Namibia should focus on road infrastructure investments, information 

dissemination, behavior change interventions, and enforcement of existing traffic laws and 

policies. 

Male drivers were more likely to be involved in serious/fatal injuries than female drivers as there 

are more male drivers in the country, they are more likely to travel due to work and leisure activities 

and they are more likely to engage in risk-taking behaviours. Other factors such as age of driver, 

driver error, vehicle type, road surface type, road surface condition, weather conditions and 

visibility were not independently associated with severity of road traffic accidents. 

5.2 Limitations  

The limitation of this study were as follows. 

1. Some variables investigated had too small sample size to be assessed adequately. 

2. This was a secondary data-based research. The use of secondary data might imply inheritance 

of some errors which may have been made in the data collection process. 

3. Many Namibia Road Accident Forms (NRAFs) were partially completed, leading to missing 

cases and errors. The assumption was that many police officers are very busy throughout the day 

and do not complete their paperwork until their shift was over; sometimes not even until the end 
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of the week. Consequently, some details may become forgotten or the officer may have completely 

neglected to remember where the accident occurred or other details such as the person’s age, if the 

person used a seatbelt or not, etc. 

4. The Namibian city traffic police record is the most important official source of RTA data 

available, but it is only a record of data rapidly collected at the scene of the accident in a semi-

standardized manner. Data collection was adjudged as being semi-standardized as there is a 

standardized data collection form. Further to this, the way in which that form is completed, is not 

standardized. Additionally, data on several variables such as the human factors (alcohol use, 

speeding) and vehicle defects is unavailable at the scene, and some data such as road defects and 

environmental factors are often not collected. Also, some police stations did not complete the 

forms properly. 

5. There was under-reporting of MVTCs involving minor injuries as these injuries are viewed as 

being of lesser importance than severe/fatal MVTCs. This might have created a bias towards 

under-reporting of MVTCs with the least degree of ‘minor injury’ resulting in those MVTCs 

classified as minor being the highest degree of  ‘minor injury’, resulting in turn in them becoming 

similar to severe/fatal/ slight MVTCs. Therefore, any potential variable association would be 

driven to the null as the controls available to be selected become like the cases. 

6. Data for several important variables which may affect severity of RTI, such as educational level, 

socioeconomic status, medical illness, marital status and emotional status of the driver, are not 

routinely collected by traffic police and hence could not be assessed in our study.  

Despite these limitations, the study findings are valid and are a valuable source of information 

regarding the effect of the main risk factors for fatal/ serious and slight injuries in Namibia.  
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5.3 Recommendations  

Considering that MVTCs multi-faceted problems and multi-dimensional in nature, effectively 

tackling them requires a comprehensive approach. The systems approached highlighted allows for 

a closer analysis and examination of underlying factors, systems and sub-systems, roles of different 

agencies and actors in RTC causes, consequences and prevention efforts and hence the need for 

the adoption and implementation of holistic approaches. In keeping with the above limitations, the 

following specific recommendations are made: 

Strengthening Advocacy Campaigns: the quantitative findings of this study were quite 

revealing. Snapshots from the statistics revealed that 90.8% of the Road Traffic Injuries (RTI) in 

Namibia occur on a dry road surface, 72.9% on weekdays, 33.5% during mid-days, 33% in the 

evening peak, 78.1% with male drivers, 47.1% with 30-44 years aged drivers, 55.6% with drivers 

travelling straight, 54.3% with moto cars / station wagon and 78.0% on a road with clear visibility. 

Consequently, advocacy campaigns targeting all motorists are recommended. Subsequent to this, 

concerted efforts are needed to redirect resources and develop practical preventive strategies and 

measures in the area of communication, education and awareness. (E.g. through road safety 

communication and awareness campaigns in the regions, schools, towns councils and village 

councils). Awareness of the danger’s road-users confront also need to be disseminated in many 

public forums and other civil society platforms. Education campaigns involving teachers, setting 

up a road safety education campaign, strengthening program web-sites, social media, etc may be 

considered. These and other pre-crash countermeasures need to be pursued in order to prevent 

crashes from occurring. 

Strengthening the Capacity of Institutions: Leadership in the road safety sector needs to be 

strengthened and empowered, and this should include having clearly defined strategies and 
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objectives, plan of action/work plans, human resources and performance indicators. In this regard, 

road safety management capacity of the lead agency, National Road Safety Council of Namibia 

needs to be enhanced, including establishment of partnerships and alliances with groups at both 

national and sub-national level. The lead ministries such as Ministry of Works and Transport, 

Ministry of Health, Ministry of Justice, Police and other leading emergency services (private and 

public) also need effective coordination and strengthening. 

Knowledge Management: Management of data and research related to MVTCs needs 

improvement in order to facilitate effectiveness and evidence-based decision-making.  Scant 

quantitative and qualitative information made it difficult for this study to have a complete 

representation of the magnitude, scope and characteristic of the problem(s) related to MVTCs in 

Namibia. The quantitative and qualitative information should cover all relevant variables which 

would facilitate improved road safety performance. For instance, the National Roads safety 

Council should improve MVTCs data management in addition to promoting easy access to 

MVTCs data, of a non-confidential nature, to key stakeholders, including members of the public. 

Post-Crash Counter Measures and Awareness of MVA-Fund Services: A number of post-

crash countermeasures would also contribute in saving lives, mitigating the severity and 

consequence of injuries related to MVTCs. In this capacity, post-crash emergency services need 

to be evaluated and strengthened. The MVAF clients are unclear on their entitlements. For 

instance, the client’s choice to opt for private medical care after the crash. As an important 

stakeholder, it is recommended that information on MVAF’s policies, client rights, entitlements 

and choices are clarified and made easily accessible to the public. 

Increase deterrence capabilities and Infrastructure Development: It is recommended that road 

policing needs to be more visible and enforced. Enhance traffic police law enforcement to 
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reprimand drivers who are reckless, exhibit risk taking behavior and are not using a seat belt. 

Enforcements should be stringent on weekends and between the18:00 - 23:59 hours of the day, as 

there are frequent serious/fatal MVTCs occurrences during these time periods. For this reason, it 

is recommended that legislation/regulations related to road traffic be revisited, policies put in place 

to improve road safety for all road users, and action put in place to implement the agreed upon 

measures. The Ministry of Works and Transport needs to promote road safety investments through 

widening of roads. In addition, active review of current road infrastructure and prioritizing road 

improvement in areas of critical need is essential. 

General Road User Considerations- those who walk, cycle or use public transport when they are 

conducting their business. Low-income groups and vulnerable persons, especially children, may 

not be covered by insurances and other economic and social safety measures. They are likely to 

bear a disproportionate burden of health and livelihood losses associated with RTC in the country 

and this issue needs examination. 

Without the above, improved road safety performance becomes illusory. Furthermore, this study 

has proved that collection of quality and complete data can never be over emphasized. The absence 

of such data or its availability in poor quality hampers the most needed assessment of data to 

inform National and organizational policies and the response of roads traffic injuries epidemic. As 

such, it is strongly recommended that the Ministry of Works and Transport (MoW), NRSC, MVA-

Fund, City Police and NAMPoL invest more resources towards the collection of accurate and 

complete data from the accident scene or through the call center. This can be achieved by building 

the capacity of those involved in the collection of such data, in this case the Police Officers and 

MVA-Fund. This data is extremely important for the country since it is the only data which permits 
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direct assessment of associations between road traffic injury severity and their potential 

contributing factors. 

The availability of such data in good quality can bring about improvements in Policy formulation 

and evaluation, programs designing and implementation as well as programme evaluations such 

as road safety campaigns and others.  
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ANNEXURES 

Annexure A: Letter of approval from the post Graduate Studies Committee-University of 

Namibia 
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Annexure B: Letter of approval to use the data from the National Road Safety Council of 

Namibia 

 

 
 

Information usage Disclaimer 

 
The National Road Safety Council (NRSC) was established in 1996 in terms of the Section 2 of 
the National Road Safety Act 9 of 1972. The functions of the NRSC include amongst others the 
collection and analysis the road accident data to assess associated risks and disseminate 
appropriate information to road users by any means deemed fit for such purpose. 

 

Copy right 

 

1. The NRSC is the sole and exclusive owner of all rights, licences, title and interest in and to 
all lists, libraries, databases, graphics, compilations, files and other data created and posted 
for inclusion in our data system, including ownership of any trade secretes or copyright 
pertaining thereto, except as specifically noted otherwise. 

2. No license to modify, publish, transmit, transfer, create any derivate work there from, sell, 
distribute, commercially use, or in any other way exploit, in whole or in part, data, 
information, spatial attributes and reports without written permission of the NRSC, is given. 

3. This information is provided free of charge to the relevant stakeholders for the intended 
purposes and third parties subject to the following disclaimer. 

 

Disclaimer: 
 

1. The NRSC, its consultants and its officers specifically state that this 
product/document/information is for the intended purposes only. 

2. All rights reserved. No part of this document or products or information may be reproduced, 
translated, transmitted, in any form by means of electronic, mechanical and photocopying, 
recording or otherwise, without prior written permission of the NRSC. 

3. Given that this material is in the public domain, in the event that it is no longer in use, return 
it to the NRSC. 

4. This product is for the intended purpose and not suitable for legal, engineering or surveying 
purpuses. 

5. This information is provided with understanding that while every effort is made to ensure that 
the data, information, graphics etc, are accurate and update, no responsibility for accuracy or 
correctness or for any consequences of relying upon it by way of conclusion drawn from such 
information are assumed by the NRSC, its consultants and officers. 

6. NRSC accepts no liability, however arising, for any use of said information or reliance mace 
on it. 

 

Signature Receiver Details 

 

 
 

Chief LiaisonOfficer 

Sub Division Road Safety Research 
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Annexure C: Namibia Road Accident Form 
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